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Newspaper of

ALAMOGORDO,

frj People of

Otero County.

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

Cloudcroft Notes.
BIG
EXPERIMENTS
OLIVES
WITH
MONDAY.
FAIR OPENED
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McOlure
The Opening ot Silverbergi' Cloth- have moved into town to send
Many Looal People have been Go- Results Said to be Very Pleading
ing Store Announced for Then. their children
to school.
ing to El Paso.
in this Region.
Silverbergs have' issued anMiss Lou Painter has been apnouncements that their new clothWith appropriate ceremonies Park commissioner Harris, of
pointed school librarian.
ing and furnishing store will be
El Paso's first International Fair El Paso, believes that the farmThe new pupils sijjce last and Exposition was thrown open
ready to open next Tuesday,
ers in the dry farm region will be
Nov. 9, with a full and complete writing are Add Painter and to the public Monday morning. ale to
make money at olive growPurdy
Pender.
line of men's and boys' clothing,
Th cxhibif halls that dotted ing.
furnishings and shoes. They have
Mr. J. A. Totum and family Washington park here and there
He has tried the mission variety
taken great pains in the selection have lateiv moved to a cottage were gailv bedecked with the in El Paso and says they will
of their stock, as to style and on West Main street.
colors of two republics, and the stand the climate and can he
quality, and say that they will
Mrs. J. M. Painter and family flags of two .nations the United grown with very little water.
aim to make their store a credit
Mr. Harris has not tried them
are at home in the Shenfield States and Mexico, were in evito Alamogordn, also. The store is
dence
everywhere.
except
under irrigation, but he
cottage since the fire.
located between W. W. Warren's
Filled with hundreds of credi- finds that they are very hardy
Mrs. 0. A. Redic attended the table exhibits, the halls were
and F. C. RoPand's drug stores.
and, inasmuch as the Dry Farm
Teacher's
Association at Alamo soon the scene of much activity.
College Hotel.
er! have grown other fruit trees
gordo last Saturday.
Great throngs pushed their way wtyh but little trouble, the it.
Everything is in a whirl. You
Mrs. A. G. Morgan and Miss to and fro through the buildings, ference is natural that the olive,
ought to hear the girls talking
basket-bal- l.
Long were callers at admiring the vast number of ex requiring less care and water and
Mirta
The boys thought
they were going to do some play- school last week.
hibits that have been arranged thriving even in poor soil, will
ing, but the girls are telling us
Msr. Will8mih and brother by the enterprising merchants atford an excellent opportunity
,.- -v
w
uv,
were
in town for a short time growers and manufacturers of the for the Dry Farmer, says the
e"' "6
and what is more, we really be- - time last Monday.
southwest.
Herald. Maybe atrial might, be
Fairs may come and go, but it worth while in our own locality.
leive rney win ao it. There is not
Miss Willie Morgan is making
is doubtful if the southwest will
reason why they should not beat
her
home with Mrs. John Hefker,
south-weany team in the whole
ever witness a fair boasting any
parents can do much to make
t
and coming to school here.
They have the material and the
more thoroughly appointed or ap- or mar the school life of tV'r,
Mrs. Lee Jones from Alamo-gord- o propriate display. The exhibits children. Nothing will spoil a
coach and we shall certainly give
has been visiting her sist- are far from being cheap displays child's future career so readily as
them our support so here are nine
rah's for N. M. Baptist College er, Mrs. J. A. Totum.
bundled together in turmoil and unfair criticism of a teacher, and
basket-bal- l
confusion. There is not ten feet nothing will do more to help
girls.
O. M. Yard, Dronrietor of the of space set aside for exhibits in make
We are glad to note that Mr.
the teacher's work a sucWooten
ranch, near Cloudcroft, any hall that is not decorated cess than the knowledge that te
Gossitt is back in school again
returned to his winter home at and creditably utilized.
from Weed.
or she has the aoo.l will and the
Two more students are expect- Memphis, Tenn., Saturday. His
After years of hope, talk and cooperation of the. parents. Every
ed between now and next Mon- family left in September and considerable work, El Paso at sensible father and mother knows
day. You can count on the N. M. 8incethattinie Mr. Yard has been last has a fair and a good one at this and act6 accordingly. Fx.
finishing up his summer's work that. The display in all the deBaptist College. Dundee.
on the ranch- He expresses him- partments exceeds ti e most san
Samnel Kotosky, of Highrollg
Mrs. Ungles will entertain for self as being greatly pleased with guine expectations of
most Improvement Co., mape Alamo
the
Miss Wettetein tomorrow even
the conditions in this nart, of Mia optimistic advocates he
en- - a business call the fore part of
I
ing.
country in every way.
terpri se . Herald .
the week.
STORE TO OPEN TUESDAY.

v- -v,

'f

in-J--

M LKMOGOR DO.

HLAMOGORDO,

the county

county, New
Mexico, is situated on the Rock

route,

miles
nort h of El Paso, Texas, and 862
miles southwest of Kansas City,
Mo. Its altitude is 4,320 feet.
Alamogordo is located in the
Sacramento Valley, having the San
Andres mountains on the west and
the Sacramento mountains on the
east. These mountains protect it
from the storms and winds that
blow over the plains. The mountains rise to a height of 9,000 feet
and are covered with pine and
spruce and piñón trees. This valley is very fertile and capable of
producing all the fruits and other
crops of the temperate region.

Island-Southweste-

86

HARVESTING

Blind,

the E. P.

TH6

R.
Hospital, and the United States
Federal Court for the Sixth Judicial District of New Mexico, and
the District Court,
Alamogordo has electric lights,
telephone, local and lung distance,
water works, splendid mail service,
and other conveniences of modern
civilization.
& S. W. R.

While Alamogordo is on the
same latitude as Birmingham, Ala.,
the climate is very different. The
average mean temperature is 61
degrees. The winters are the most
pleasant part of the year. Cool
enough to give that bracing effect
The
without undue exposure.
summers are tempered by the alti- -

PRICE

4. 1909.
BLIND

INSTITUTE

get the blind institute in shape
for opening, next Wednesday,
Nov. 10th. Sup't Pratt informs
us tnat the following appointments in the faculty have been
made thus far: Mrs. Harris as
matron, and Miss Nicolas for
music and as assistant in the
literary department.
Circular letters announcing
the opening have been forwarded
to the parents of all former pupils with the hopes of having a
good attendance.
Fruitvale.
Hattie Gore and Miss
Pearl Watson left for El Paso
Sunday afternoon to attend the
the fair. They will spend about
a week with Miss Pansy Biggs
of that city.
J. 0. Dunn left last week for
the fair city to which place he
took the display of Otero County
Miss

products-

-

-

tage Sanatorium.
Around Alamogordo are thousands of acres of government land
which are subject to entry under
the homestead act. A large number
of claims have been patented close
to town. These are being improved
and where water is obtained abundant crops are produced.
Water is an important item in
any part of the western country.
Here it is obtained from the streams
and cations of the Sacramento mountains on the east. There are several
tos where cañón can be dammed
and the water stored in reservoirs

A

mogordo is 22. The lowest temperature recorded is 8 degrees above
zero. "A definite idea cannot be
given of the delightful invigorating climate and it must be experienced to be appreciated. It is
one of the best health resorts to be
found in the United States. Here

where it now goes to waste a great
part of the year. Water can also
be obtained in the valleys at a depth
of from twenty to
feet.
Experiments have been made which
prove that an abundant supply is
to be had and with a proper equipment of pumps, the smaller farms
can be irrigated successfully.
The soil is very fertile and produces the finest crops and fruits.
The orchards now growing show
that it is possible to raise the best
quality of fruits of all kinds.
one-hundr-

Peaches, pears, apples, apricots,
prunes, figs, grapes, berries, and
melon 8 are grown very successfully
and bring gopd prices. All the
grains, vegetables, and other products do well here. As yet fruit

CLOUDCROFT,

the

FIVE-YEA-

famous

of the South-

west and the principal trading
point of the mountains, is located
twenty-similes east of Alamogordo on the summit of the Sacramento mountains at an altitude of
9,000 feet. It is reached by the
Alamogordo and Sacramento Mountain railroad, a magnificent piece
y
of engineering.
is situated High rol Is and Mountain Park,
at an altitude of 6,600 feet. These
have the same characteristics as
Cloudcroft, except for a lower altitude. The climate is very pleasant
all the year. A project is now under way to build a modern hotel
and a large number of cottages
there for the accomodation of visi- x

Mid-wa-

P FRUIT

N

raising and agriculture are in their
infancy, bnt with the increase and
better use of the water at hand the
total production will soon be greatly increased. Here is an opportunity for a good investment, if rightly used and taken care of.
The ranches and farms in the
mountains are just as productive
as the valleys, the only difference
being that no irrigation is required
in the mountains and the growing
season is shorter. The soil and climate of the mountains are pre
ferred by some. Anything common to the temperate zone can be
raised there. Stock raising and
Inmbering are the chief industries.

j

1

Current Questions.
Oh which will it be,
Tell me quickly Lucile,
A widow pi u me or an automo
bile?
A large box of beautiful flowers from Alameda park were
sent to J. C. Dunn to help beautify the Otero county exhibit he
has at the fair. It is to be most
earnestly hoped that Otero county can have the same kindly
words accorded it's efforts towards an exhibit that came from
Albuquerque, in the shape of
ribbons, from the real merits
showu in its products.
There have been a great many
people from all over the county
going to the fair some to remain
the entire time, and others for a
day or two as occasion arose.

Judge and Mrs- N. H. Herbert
have at last returned from the
east, from their long visit.
Alamogordo has been having
ice these several weeks past,
while Fruitvale has not had any
vegetation nipped by Jack Frost,
and we are but a very few miles
apart.
Mr. Cartie of Mogollón has
bought a relinquishment in this
M. L. Oliver left on a business-trip- ,
community, and while he has
last Tuesday, which will
left for his family, Gilbert Lilly
will fence the homestead.
take him into Arizona.

OF SimSHtNE-ffi-

is located the Alamogordo Sanatorium under the auspices of the I. 0.
O. F. Lodge, and the Alamo Cot

QUIET AT ALAMO- -

Hallowe'en passed very quietly
in Alamogordo, and without any
damage whatever as the result of
the pranks of the gliosis and
goblins. The small boys of course
pulled off the usual itnnts in
transferring gates and signs, and
hauled away every vehicle that
was not nailed down. There wat
plenty of work for the window
washers in the downtown district
all right, Monday morning.

--

j

tude and dryness in the air until
there is a difference of from ten to
twenty degrees between the real
and perceptible heat. As the sun
goes down there is a lowering of
the actual temperature until the
nights become very pleasant even
in the hottest weather. The rain
fall is about 12 inches and comes
mostly in the hot months of July,
The averAugust and September.
age number of cloudy days at Ala-

OPEN HALLOWE'EN

Every Effort Being Made to be
Beady the Tenth
Youngsters Indulge in Few Pranxs
But Nothing Malicious.
Every effort is being made to

ALFALFA, NEAR ALAMOGORDO

Alamogordo is a town of 3,500
population, representing nearly every state in the Union.
It has
twenty miles of streets with shade
trees on both sides and a park a
wile long. Water for domestic use
ii obtained from springs in Alamo
canon, ten miles distant in the
mountains. This also furnishes
swa tire protection. The streets
re irrigated with water from La
Luz cañón.
Alamogordo has two National
tanks, excellent public schools,
numerous mercantile houses, a public library, churches of various
i
nations.
Fraternal societies
ell represented. Here is also looted the New Mexico Baptist College, New Mexico
Institute for the

TO

6 CENTS

tors.
Alamogordo, as a place of residence is, withont doubt, as desirable as any place in the Southwest.
As an agricultural region it presents opportunities for industrious
and intelligent men who will take
advantage of the opportunities presented. New Mexico has been
aptly termed the world's sanatorium and Alamogordo is fast becoming known as the most famous
health spot of the Territory.
The number of cloudy days average 129 in the Adirondack moun-

tains, 106 at Nashville, Tenn., 97
at Thomasville, Ga., 92 at San Antonio, Texas, T8 at Santa Barbara,
Cal., 46 at Colorado Springs, Col.

OLD

ORCHARD

22 at Alamogordo, New Mex.
The prevalent idea that the high-

and

er altitudes increase the liability
to hemorrhage is not proven by statistics. Bullock and Sands, after
comparing carefully the records of
various sanatoriums in higher altitudes with those of the east where
the best treatment possible is given
the patients, prove that there is an
advantage for those living in the
higher altitudes of 9 per cent, in
the incipient cases, 17 per cent,
in the moderately advanced and 6
per cent, in the far advanced. The
government has, after thorough investigation, established two
sanatoriums for the treatment of
tuberculosis in New Mexico, Alamogordo is situated between these.
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CONDUCT DRY FARM

Chinese

Dys

on

Scientific Methods as Practiced
in California for Years.

Numbered

By TA CH'IEK

CROPS

Among Small

Orain the

Sort

archy Surely

fUl(

DIFFERENT

Farmer Simply Divides HI Land Into
RaisTwo Portions, on
ing Crop, Other Half Being
Summer Fallowed.

Y EH

One-Ha- lf

TO

Diplomacy

RAISE

Orought-Re-rtta-

Are Important-WiRye Sueeeful.

V1nVjurD.Nesbit,

nter

n

t

grown In
Those rrops which are
rows and only occupy a part of the
will,
ground, like potatoes and corn.
mawhere the Reason is long enough,
moisture.
ture with the least use ofdrought-resistaAmong small grains the

."

Wins

Flrat Doctor To what do you ,l
tribute hi snceeao a a physlcim- Second Doctor To hi dpi0m.
He find out a few things a patten'
doesn't like and then orders
to eat them.

-

v11

If

v

Mm

Ireland Mut Catch Up
The Lemerlck chamber of cotamen

approved a resolution makuu.
Greenwich time the standard for
entire United KIndom.
.ow Irelui
U 25 minutes behind London.
Jtaa

tt

sorts are very important
Macaroni or durum wheat is one of
China
in
inttitutiokM
MOVEMENT for
the best. Polish wheat and spelt are
The system of dry farming methods
Horse Cart for Bungalow
- back tv l vis. irhcn i (..up d'etat was brought about
and good for stork
t
recommended for the arid states feed.
county council bu
The London
either the bald or
Barley,
Üm radicals led In
as a result of the iimo- is that which has been successfully
advertíalo; for sale a number a
been
i
minions ilefcel n tl- hands of the Jipe new m ixi'fi. nut no practiced on the Pacific coast for
disused hone tram cars." suitable fot
more than a generation, with such
"bungalows, houseboats, portable bqlj.
i
real effort
evef made until KM yean ago, lien an impemodifications as are adapted to diflngs, tool and gajdden sheds, contrtc.
toned on tfeptmher 1, 1906 promising the ferent conditions of soil, climate and
rial edkH
tors offices, cycle and motor beam
coBstitutkmal govenuneat This was brought ahout rainfall. The farmer simply divides
people
and for use on forms, potato fieiit,
f
on
portions,
two
studied
into
and
land
his
abroad
who went
by the IraVeting uonuniiiioBen,
hop fields, football and cricket ground!
behalf
crops,
other
the
raising
the nature and the work in of various constitutional gorer- - ing summer fallowed. By this methProbably on the Team
mcnts. and who. on their return, reeommended to the throne od, which is easily understood and
"Such Ignorance is inexeussable!"
many reform measures for the preparation of granting a constitution. carried out, the farmer has a long
exclaimed Aunt Hypatla. "My nephew
season instead of a short one and
Sime then main reat activities, both on the part of the gorernment and
Perclval has been going to collet.
drives his work Instead of being
on the part of llii' people, are visible in regard to the adoption of a conCrops are produced
nearly three years, and when I aiked
driven by it.
by this method when the seasons are
him this morning wether he taet
stitution and the establishment of a representative assembly.
dryer than usual and one big crop is
snythin about Homer he said. 'Sure!
Whether these activities are prompted by the sincere desire of a raised with one plowing, one seeding,
A homer is a hit that's good for four
two
change in the governmental system ii another question. The .copie, at several cultivations, practically
base."
harvesting
years' moisture and one
for irresponsible monleast, are in earnest to substitute
The plowing must be deep. The
Rubber from South America
archy. This sentiment is well portrayed in the tones of local newspapers.
When Dade William romnl to Flay
plan recommended is to plow old
Of the world's supply of India n
An' visit at our house
No newspaper, whether it is reserved or radical, support the existing ground eight or nine inches deep. It
my
play
stop
My mamma made me
ber 63 per cent is estimated to tn
Is always better to nlow In the fall.
An' keep still as a mouse.
government in it entirety: and. mon than that, almost all newspapers
furnshed by South Amerca.
to
take
my
haf
uncle
Because
the
In
that
possible.
order
where
A nap, to get some rest.
have one object in common and that is to strive for a representative govground may absorb the winter's moistAn' mamma say If I don't make
In Auto Terms
As the newspapers represent public sentiment, we can very
ernment.
decomposed
becoming
ure, the sod
Much noise Ii will be best.
"Why does courtship rnn so muc(
well infer how eager the people are in looking toward a constitution and and the soil sufficiently compacted to
nald!
So, Uncle William He'
ffiore smoothly than marriage?
form a good seed bed for spring
An' got a double chin!
a representative assembly.
"The sparker is newer.'
He says 'ut he like to be callfd
When papa lias come In.
That the Chinese have now been awakened from the long slumber is.
All spring and summer plowing
An' nen lay down to go to sleep.
Cheap Trip Around World
1 think, nothing
should be thoroughly harrowed the
short of an accomplished fact. The question which conAn' I Just keep as still
MaJ. George P. Ahem, 1!. S. A., i.
possible,
plowed.
If
peep
go
day
It
is
to
same
oven
An'
never
The
fronts them at present is how soon they will have a constitution.
rently accomplished a journey around
I.Ike sometimes chllderns Willi
harrow (and drill as well) diagonally
pledge made by the government has. time and again, been repeated and or at right angles to the way in which
the world at a cost of less than J1.0M.
why, there's a sound
An'
The major chose the route across
But as th'Ti ire still many conservatives in me the winds blow. The object In doing
repeated emphatically.
I.Ike when you're savin' wood
Sbera and the Philippines, where he
from
you
prevent
a ran around
land
whirl
the
is
to
when
government it is only natural that iromises are broken as often as tlu'v this
An' get It hummln' good.
was stotioned. His actual time wai
drifting; to hold the snow which falls
bowls
An' nen It changed to awful
are made. If the people of the celes67 days 15 hours.
on the plowed ground or winter grain,
roar
they
when
Hons
Like
The "Srsll Game" on a Dry Farm.
to prevent the particles of soil or snow
Tremenfaua howl
tial empire will maintain the rate of
At fairly shook the Hooi
Oyster Beds Neglected
from injuring the young grain In the hulless, or the beardless brewing
progress, in the near future the proJersey gets $8,000,000 a year
New
is a short seafeed,
barley,
for
It
Is
An
ast mamma what
gressive will and must vindicate the
from It's oyster beds, but could get
An' she just smile an' say:
son crop which will mature with
conservative element.
but lhat snore of hi
140.000,000 from the same source it
a minimum amount of moisture. "If nothing
He always slept lhat way.'"
Who says that "Chinaman" is not
Oats do well in all parts of the An' when he's slept all through las nnp the available tide land was properly
I
seeded, and cultivated.
Alfalfa will succeed,
Me dressed up spick an' span
arid country.
fit for
but it is important to get seed which An' say: "Sleep's good for any hap
I
foe I another man!"
Poisoned by Cheese
is raised in the north, where the seasons are short. ISrome grass is one of Sn he stayed here two weeks. Ye, sir!
Poison from Infected or rotten
Only a very limited number of people
crops for
t
An' nights he'd snore an' snore;
the best
theese is not so very rare. The ferreally enjoy what is called classical music.
pasture purposes, but it quickly gets He'd start off with a little purr
ian government proved that some
An' then chungc to a roar.
Grand opera is a bore to the average
and it must be harrowed or An' sometimes
neeses are deliciously ripened bj
he would choke ar.' choke
well.
disced to keep it producing
An' seem to lose his breath.
'ays too nasty to tell.
person, vet many people profess to admire
-.
jokesay:
"Well,
a
that's
White sweet clover is being tested by An' papa'd
it in order to seem as cultured as their
to
death!"
himself
He's
snored
the Wyoming experiment station and
From England to Ca: ada
A few days since I was in
neighbors.
developed by plant breeders so that it liul in a night or two. why, we
In the last ten years 32;.00 persons
will become a valuable crop. French
Kept gettln' use to It;
Washington, 1). V., and strolled down back
nave emigrated from England to
His
loud they'll be
clover or sainfoin is a hardy
(arms of Canada.
ni' the Treasury building, where the Mamind
We
a
bit.
didn't
clover at high altitudes. The Now. t'nele William's gone away
rine band was entertaining the public. It
winter grains are especially favorable
An' we don't sleep no inor
German School Children
We lie awake 1111 almost day
for dry farming, because the summer-falloit a most excellent band and there is
for his snores.
German school chlNldren numbef
prepare
properly
the
methods
hardly a more competent aggregation of
,750,000.
ground for such seed and the spring
By DR. PRENTISS HARRELL
On this occamusicians in the couhtry.
rains are sufficient to mature the crop.
An Oat Field on a Dry Farm.
Transcontiental Railroad
Winter rye is one of the most sucsion, however, the selections did not em- Mexico now has a transcontental
cessful dry farm crops and is one of
brace an) so-- c alien popular airs; an were drill furrows by being carried along
the best feeds for hogs that can be
railroad.
of the classic cob: unmclodious order and not a number eliciting any these furrows by the wind.
produced.
Winter grain should be sown early.
Good intentions in sowing tare
applause.
Spring grain should be sown as early GETTING AIR INTO THE SOIL
Balti-thernot make them come up as wneat
fill
band
playing
I
near
Tasca's
Signor
heard
A few nights later
in the spring as the ground can be
Egg.
Every piece of the enthusiastic put in good condition and danger of
more, and what a difference wa
The egg is an article of commerce,
Experimenters Claim to Have
It always worries an absent-min- t
hard freezing is past. The earlier the Russian
where once it was an article of food. id man to think he can't remember
Italians was applauded ii the echo and encore alter encore was given. grain is sown the greater
Discovered Secret of Nourishis its chance
As the boys of years ago used to be- what it was he was going to worrj
ment of Plant.
There was a rendition of the airs that the audience knew the iamihar of stooling.
Another thing of vital
gin their essays:
There are many about.
bandmen
into
threw
their
and
to
the
see
people
the
seeds
importance
is
the
that
catches
is
what
in music
kinds of eggs.
A London paper puts forth the fol
properly.
planted
are
There is the boiled egg, the fried
work the fullest measure of animation. They played with all their souls,
lowing:
Some people's breakfast is a sort ol
egg, the poached egg, the scrambled rereal story.
The experience of the most intelliThe Russian experiments in wheat
as if the music gave to each performer the same amount of pleasure it gent and
egg and the omelet with cheese.
farmers shows
think this, after all, is the surest way of achieving that by sowing 30 to 40 pounds of growing by which it is claimedgrown40
did the hearers and
Napoleon once observed that you
Look not upon the wine when It Ii
of grain can be
more
or
tons
wheat per acre in the fall, better re- to the acre are arousing attention in cannot make an omelet without
success.
fed
but some kinds are white or yeV
some eggs but he did not
sults will be obtained than with many countries.
low.
more.
have the latter-dawisdom to add
The conical pits and frequent layers
believe that Jesus Christ was a teach- The press drill Is one of the essen- of earth are not the only secrets of that until you break the eggs you
Nuts aid digestion, also the con
tial implements for the dry farmer. the system. These Russian experi- cannot decide whether or not to make try
pr come fro m God, and though the
folks who are fortunat - enouga tl
an
omelet.
proper
puts
shape menters maintain that they have dis
It
the grain in in
is awful I
punishment
trine of
them.
raise
Twenty
years
ago
none
of
us
would
and to the right depth, pressing the
a secret of the nourishment
have thought of taking an egg and
accept it upon His authority. If it were soil around the seed, which insures covered
They argue that "all putting
of all plants.
Sometimes cucumbers are too free
it on ice until prices went up.
possible to believe otherwise I would gladly moisture to cause it to germinate, the observations resulting from the ex
If
prices
ly
were
high,
we
used for the purpo;? of filling "
blamed it on
making a gain of a week or ten days. perience of the culture of corn by
do so: nor can I comprehend the state ol
The man who sows alfalfa broadcast 'bushing' shows us that the principal the weather and looked accusingly at aching void.
mind of any man living upon earth who generally puts in from 20 to 40 pounds
the hens. Now when the price of
condition for obtaining good crops deof seed per acre, when if he uses a pends mostly on how much soil can be eggs goes so high that we begin seHot chocolate with whipped eWII
can take any other ground.
riously to think of setting them in still ingers in the lap of tie beltd
to
press
ten
drill,
pounds
of
twelve
In the descriptions given of the misery
impregnated with air.
marquise rings, we know that some strawberry shortcake.
seed will be sufficient.
Experience will convince that by astute person has clamped the
of the wicked and of the happiness of the
door
a
is
Important
moat
mulch
The soil
of the layer of the soil of the storage house.
loosening
the
righteous material symbols are employed.
factor. It is by soil mulch that the the earth improves in quality and inDIRECTORY
The Chinese are said to eat eggs OKLAHOMA
0.
By JAMES M. BUCKLEY,
Fire consuming the flesh and worms that moisture Is conserved. The summer-fallo- creases in weight. This fact gives that are
or
five
years
ten
old,
to
and
should be In a granular form us ground to suppose that the partidie not are the strongest material symbols
consider them delicious. We do the
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row teeth shall be sharp.
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There is an annual rainfall of from
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naen an auto breaks down the
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after that shallow level culture should Denver Field and Farm. This is not down, but
One could chart much undiscovered
Jack knew exactly what to
so worse for a horseback farmer on
be followed.
By EVETLN BALDWIN
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matical accuracy.
A
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Dry Farm Crop.
It is said that cockleburs and many
men oft remind OS
I am a firm believer in the value of air- other troublesome weeds can be
Wheat, oats, rye, barter, potatoes Heads of bald
would
"Mime
or eradicated cheaply and arid sugar beets, under the scientific If ii, ' .mr. halr
could find us
ships in warfare and for lighter commercial service, such as the carrying
DEERE IMPIEME--2
quickly by the use of sulphate of Iron. method of cultivation called "Dry
While yet there was lot,
of tin
of messages and of light mail and for the more venturesome class of
The sulphate of Iron should be applied Farming," or with the aid of Irrigano
in form of fine spray.
tion, are successful crops.
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SHIPWRECKED WOMAN CRAZED
BY TORTURES OF STARVATION JUMPS INTO SEA.

SUFFERING

Victoria, B. C A tragic .nory o
the wreck of the Norwegian lark Erra), which struck Middleton reef uc
June 18, was brought to port by the
steamer Makura. from Australia.
Only five of the 22 men aboard the
Erral were alive when the wreck was
discovered by the steamer Tafu
These were taken aboard the Tafu.
nearly dead from thirst and starva-

TEN YEARS
E

Cured by Lydia

Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable Compound
Mabltot. KJ. I feel that LrdiaE.

Plnkham's vegetable Compound baa
me new uie.
Fven
for ten
Capt. Anderson and the second
rears with serious
mate were drowned while building a

1

tion

In the war de- parttnent in Washington is a
written by Lieut. Gen.
Ag I letter
Nelson A. Miles In praise of the
deeds of five enlisted men. Gen.
Miles' letter is written as simpl as Decomes a soldier, but it
is a pulse stirring epistle. It is
sjp probable that nouci r cinr iu nuiuru- tic history can there be found an account of a battle won by a force of
men when the odds against them
were 25 to 1. In no story which can
lie told concerning the people of the
plains Is there to be found a tale of
greater heroism than that shown by
i little contingent
of enlisted men of
the Sixth United States cavalry down
near the fled river in Texas, in the
.nimmer of the year 1874. The Sixth
cavalry fcrts had a fighting history, but
this particular story shines bright in
its pages.
The Comanches, the Cheyennes and
the Kiowas were on the warpath and
were leaving a red trail all along the
borders of western Kansas. General,
then colonel, Nelson A. Miles, was ordered to take the field against the savages. His expedition fitted out at
Fort Dodge and then struck for the
far frontier. The combined bands of
Indians learned that the troops were
ii their trail and they fled south to
ihe Red river, of Texas, hotly pursued
by two troops of the Sixth cavalry,
commanded by Captains Diddle and
Compton.
On (he bluffs of the Tule river the
allied braves made a stand. There were CDO warriors, all told, and they were the finest of the
mounted plains Indians. The meager forces of
the Sixth, under the leadership of their officers,
charged straight at the heart of a force that
should have been overwhelming. The reds broke
and fled "over the bluffs and through the deep
precipitous canyons and out on to the staked
plain of Texas."
It became Imperatively necessary that couriers
should be sent from the detachment of the Sixth
to ('amp Supply iu the Indian Territory. Rein- WASHINGTON.
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There
is no
doubt that they killed
more than double their
number, besides those
they wounded. The simple recital of the deeds
of the five soldiers and
the mention of the odds
blood.
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troubles
chronic. I was in
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despair, and did not
care whether I lived
or died, when I read about Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound; so I
began to take it, and am well again and
relieved of all my suffering.'
Mrs.
George Jokdy, Box 40. Marlton, KJ.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and y
holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases we know of, and
thousandsof voluntary test imonialsare
on file in the Pinknam laboratory at
Lynn, Mass., from women who have
been cured from almost every form of

they were the besieged, and subse-

quent events proved that he was
not in error.
Suddenly the Utes took to shelter behind the rocks which were
scattered in the open. They had
lost one man from the fire of the
besieged. They were afraid to
charge, knowing that to sweep up
that slope, even with only two
rifles covering It, meant death for
several of their band.
Hall led his men to a position on
the flank of the savages and sent
in four shots. The bullets were the
first notice that the reds had that
they had two parties to deal with.
They changed their position again
in a twinkling, and located themselves so that they were under cover from both directions, but they
sent a volley In the face of the little detachment that had ridden In
to the rescue.
To charge the enemy with his
three men meant certain death to
Hall and bis troopers. The lieuten.

female complaints, inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every suffering woman owes it to herself to give Lydia . Plnkham's Vegetable Compound a trial.

If yon would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinknam, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpfuL

Wife Saw Him Drown.
they
against
which
fought, how the wounded defended the dying
and the dying aided the
wounded by exposure
to fresh wounds after
the power of action
was gone these alone
present a scene of cool
courage, heroism and
which

female troubles, inflammation, nicer,
ation, indigestion,
nervousness, and
could not sleep.
Doctors gaye me
up, as they said my

May Limit Hat Pins.
In Paris, owing to the increasing
length of women's hat pins and the
list of accidents, such as eyes put out,
ears, noses and cheeks torn, the police officials propose to place some restrictions on wearing hat pins In omnibuses, railway cars, theaters and
other public places.

raft. Anderson's wife and children
saw htm disappear.
After others had succumbed, and
A little bottle of Hamlin Wizard Oil
the remainder were weak from stara medicine chest in itself. It can be
vation, the Captain's wife drowned is
applied in a larger number of painful
her four children under the Impres- ailments than any other remedy known.
sion that the five survivors weru
A train of thought
won't do you
planning a resort to cannibalism.
much good unless you get up enough
She followed the children let ti
steam to carry It through.
waves.
The five survivors were too far ALL
HOUSEKEEPERS
gone to talk much of their suffeTlnSa. Use Red Croas Ball Blue. It makes clothes
Patrick Palmer, an American, who clean and sweet as when new. All grocer.
joined the ship at Coquimbo, said:
Many a man has sustained a con:
"Five of us got away on a raft. We pound fracture of the reputation by
went all over the reef in search oí failing off the water wagon.
water, but found none, and one of the
party died there. We had sec? dif- vz,,.Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets flrst put np 10 rears
Thev regulate and invigorate stomach, Urer
ficulty in building the raft and the and buffets.
tinjr gránales.
captain and second mate both were
nearly 26,000,000
are
In
India
there
drowned. The captain's wife stood
within a few feet of him watching widows.
him, and she saw him drown as she
stood there wringing her hands. She
had her four children, from the baby one year old to the
girl, standing beside her.
"We thought we would he able to
find water on the reef and save the
lives of those we had left on the
wreck, but those sailing directions lie.
They said there was water there, a
lifeboat and food, and there was no
food and no lifeboat.
Ole died; he
fell down on the reef and dropped his
head on his chest. He was lucky.
"There was another wreck on the
reef and we thought it wa a store
ship. We boarded it, but found nothing to eat. It was musty, old, and all
it held was a bottle with about two
gills of water that must have been
there for years, by the horrible taste
of It. We then decided to build a
punt from the wreckage, and while
we were working on this we lived on I
Positively cared by
shellfish."
CARTERS
Another survivor said that when
mm
the sufferers were sitting on the sand
tress from Dyspepsia, InBplTTTLE
"tlgesttouandTooHenrty
the captain's wife asked them not to
Eating. A perfect rem-eat her children1. Her mind was gone.
edy for Dullness, Nau-I
Suddenly she ran into the sea and
sea, Drowsiness, Bad
rILLO. Taate
In the Month, Coatdrowned her four children and
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tlon prompt us to
recognize, but which
we cannot fitly honor."
When night came
down over the Texas
Cheyprairie the
ennes counted their

dead 'and
wounded

fled

forcements were needed and it was necessary as
well, to inform the troops at a distance that bands
of hostiles had broken away from the main body
and must be met and checked.
The whole country was swarming with Indians
nnd the trip to Camp Supply was one that was
ticemed almost certain death for the couriers who
would attempt to make the ride. The commanding officer of the forces In the field asked for
volunteers and Sergt. Zacharlas T. Woodall of
Trcop stepped forward and said that he was
ready to go. His example was followed by every
mag in )he two troops, and that day cowardice
hung its head.
The ranking captain chose Woodall. and then
picked out four men to accompany him on the
wilderness. The
vide across the
five cavalrymen went northward under the starlight. At the dawn of the first day they pitched
l heir dog tents in a little hollow and started to
make the morning cup of coffee.
When full day was come they saw circling on
ihc horizon a swarm of Cheyennes. The eye of
the sergeant told him from the movements of the
Indians that they knew of the presence of the
troopers and that their circle formation was for
the purpose of gradually closing in to the killing.
Sergt. Woodall and his four men chose a place
near their bivouac which offered some slight advantage for the purposes of defense. There they
waited with carblneB advanced, while the red cordon closed In its lines. The Cheyennes charged,
and while charging sent a volley Into the little
prairie stronghold. Five carbines made answer,
and five Cheyenne ponies carried their dead or
wounded riders out of range, for in that day
mounted Indians went Into battle tied to their
1

Indian-infeste-

Horses.
Behind

d

the little rampart Sergt. Woodall lay
sorely wounded and one man. was dying. Let
the letter of Gen. Miles tell the rest of the story.
From early morning to dark, outnumbered 25
to 1, under an almost constant fire and at such
short range that they sometimes used their pistols, retaining the last charge to prevent capture
and torture, this little party of five defended their
lives and the person of their dying comrade, without food, and their only drink the rainwater that
collected In a pool, mingled with' their own

tbr

and

their

then

terror-stricke-

overcome by the val
or of five American
soldiers. Heroism was the order in the old plains'
days.

In the White River valley of Colorado a detachment of troops was surrounded by Utes, and
for four days the soldiers, starving and thirsting,
made a heroic defense against the swarming reds.
Reflef came from Fort D. A. Russell, whence Col.
Wesley Merrltt led a force to the rescue In one
of the greatest and quickest rides of army history.
After Merritt's legion had thrashed and scattered the Utes It was supposed that none of the
savages was left in the valley. Lieut. Weir of the
Ordnance corps, a son of the professor of drawing at the Military academy, was on a visit to the
west, and was in the camp of the Fifth cavalry.
A tenderfoot named Paul Hume bad wandered
out to the camp to look over the scene of the
great fight. He knew Weir and he suggested a
deer hunt.
The ordnance officer agreed to accompany him
and off they started after having received a warning not to wander too far afield.
The hunters,
eager for the chase, went farther than they
thought, and soon they changed from hunters to
hunted.
A young lieutenant of the Fifth cavalry, William H. Hall, now stationed In Washington with
the rank of brigadier general, was ordered to take
a party of three men with him and to make a
reconnoissance, for it suddenly became the
thought of the commanding officer that there
might be savages lurking about. Hall and his
men struck into the foothills and circled the coun- try for miles. In the middle of the afternoon they
heard firing to the right and front. It was. rapid and sharp, and Hall led his men straight
whence It came.
Rounding a point of rocks the troopers saw at
a little distance across an open place in the hills
a band of Utes in war paint and feathers. There
were 35 of the reds, all told, and they were firing
as fast as they could load and pull trigger in the
direction of a small natural fortification of boulders a quarter way up the face of a cliff.
From the rocks came a return Are so feeble
that Hall knew there could not be more than two
men behind the place of defense. In a trice he
thought of Weir and Hume and I believed thai

ant thought quickly. He .believed that It Weir and
Hume could reach him, that the party of six, to
gether, might. make a retreat back to the camp,
holding the pursuing reds in check. It was a desperate chance, but better than staying where they
were to starve and' thirst or to be surprised and
killed In a night rush of the savages.
Weir and Hume heard the shots of the troopers
and knew that help, though It was feeble, was at
hand. They saw the hovering smoke of the carbines, and' thus located exactly the position of the
troops. They started to do what Hall thought they
would do. They made a dash for some rocks 20
yards nearer their comrades than were those behind which they were hiding.
The. cavalry lieutenant knew that the path of
Weir and Hume would be bullet spattered all the
way, and that If they escaped being killed it would
be because of a miracle. Then this stripling lieutenant did something besides think. The Instant
that Weir and his comrade made their break from
cover. Hall stood straight up and presented himself
a fair and shining mark for the Ute bullets.
The rtds crashed a volley at him. Ignoring Weir
PRISONER'S EYES GOUGED OUT
and Hume. The shots struck ali around Hall, making a framework of spatters on the rock at his
back, but he was unhurt, and Weir and his comrade Barbarous Treatment Accorded
to
were behind shelter at the end of the first stage
Chinese Opium Smoker Causes
of their journey.
Rebellion in Two District.
Hall dropped back to shelter and then in a moment, after Weir and Hume had a chance to draw
Victoria. B. C. Further particulars
breath for their second dash, he stood up once brought by the steamer Monteagle,
more, daring the death that seemed certain. The which arrived from the orient the othhunted ones struck for the next spot that offered er day, concerning the Mohammedan
shelter the instant that the Ute rifles spat their uprising in the Shensi and Kansu disvolley at the man who was willing to make of himtricts, state that the revolt was due
self a sacrifice that others might live. Hall came to the severe methods taken by the
through the second ordeal of fire unhurt, and once Chinese local magistrate to suppress
more he dropped back to shelter to prepare for the opium habit. He seized one of
the third trial with fate.
the local users who was an opium
The Ute chieftain was alive by this time to the smoker, and his eyes were gouged
situation. He ordered his braves to fire, the one-ha- out and his arms taken off.
at Hall and the other half at the two who
The people then rose in rebellion
were now to run death's gantlet.
and attacked the magistrate In his
Hall stood up. Weir and Hume dashed out. The yamen, killing his son. To save himreds divided their fire. Hall stood unhurt. Weir self the magistrate jumped Into a
and Hume dropped dead within ten yards of the well.
man who would have died for them.
Mlchlhhsien was besieged and capHall led his men back over the track that they tured by the rebels, and they bad laid
had come, holding the Utes at bay. Aid came near siege to other cities, holding tbclr
the end of the perilous trail. Lieut. Hall is now in own against the troops sent to opthe military secretary's department at Washing- pose them up to the time the last adton with the rank of a brigadier general. His men vices were received.
told the story of that day in the White River
Many Sec Violinist Die.
and a bit of bronze representing the medal of
Paul Schmidt, first
San Francisco.
honor is worn by the veteran In recognition of a
violinist in Rigo's orchestra, dropped
deed done for his fellows.
dead as he was playing In a downtown cafe. The place was crowded
r
A woman never gets old enough not to think
diners, and women
with
It isn't a shame for a woman who Is as old as In the crowd were visibly affected. A
somebody else to drear the youthful way the physician declared heart failure the
doe.. New York Press.
cause oí death.
lf
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Four hundred thousand people
take a CASCARET every night
and rise up in the morning and call
them blessed. If you don't belong to
this great crowd of CASCARET
takers you are missing the greatest
asset of yonr life.
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out at least 20 per cent below
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speak well of others -- nd
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others
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With the advent of gas the
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Don't whip your horse when he's
pulling a load.
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light on monless nights.
Don't put too heavy a tail on I (Incorporated)
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
Sir Humphrey Davy of London
Ladies Ri ady to Wear Dry G.xuls, Shoes.
your kite,
About this time an ingenious was tne nrst to experiment in
Mm
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to you to visit oarestab citizen named Edward
tear- .in inntatiou
Heming electric lighting with any definite
Don't place obstructions upon UlhtTtt-nwhen Itl EL PASO. TEXAS.
obtained the exclusive right to ol'ject in view. With wet batti r
the road.
light the streets of Lodonn. For íes as u current source Davy pro
The kicker who sits on a dry goods
a moderate consideration he was duced the lirst are lamp in 1810.
box,
to place a light before even l(i 1852 the lighthouses along the
And hammers from dawn till the
tenth door from Michaelmas to trait of Dover were equipped
the sun goes down,
Lady Day, from six to twelve with the new electric lights. But
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o'clock.
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useless self,
glow but neverthe- Charles F. Brush and Edward
a
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some
landscape
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less he did much for the ilium i na- Weston, of this country, perfect-i'- d
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Only the live fish ascend the Individual Cottages.
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stream,
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M. D. and every
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at the handle, yet hottest upon the fate, with
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got to fight,
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required and obliged, on penalty is one of the best lighted and
Don't clip the spurs of your Clearing and Seeding Land.
Tbe patented stan attached to the heel of the iron is most
of a fine of one shilling, during safest cities in the world.
rooster,
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidNOTICE Bids are requested every dark night, from Septem
Don't be a knocker from mo;n
den in the folds of the work.
for clearing and grubbing about ber29 until March 25, to hangout
till night,
This labor-savin-g
90 acres of land in the Mill tract one or more lanthorns with suffi
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Stand pat for your town be a
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to you on
of the Alamogordo Lumber Com cient
lighted
there
booster.
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broken,
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This method of lighting the
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and tried,
H. LaSalle.
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buildup a paying and permanent of street robbers and housebreak p. in.
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Three sides are of mountains, you business without capital Com ers. After eleven o'clock the
plete outfit and instructions free. city was practically in total dark- time.
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Stacy S. Phillips, 'as tor.
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BICYCLE FREE! Greatest offer hours, so that Defoe in 1729 hours.
Stirs the heart of the artist all out. Getyourfriends to subscribe published a pamphlet wherein
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Sunday school 9 :46 a- - m.
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BREEDING
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through.
to our magazine and we will make he demonstrated his plan, accordSenior and Junior Leagues,
And the sunshine no other you a present of a $40.00 Colum- ing to which "our streets were to Sunday Aftennoon at 8:00 and
and will make the season at
the barns of the
spot like it,
bia Bicycle the best made. Ask be so strongly guarded and so 4:00.
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Improvement
Company.
Prayer Service every Wednes
Terms:
for particulars, free outfit, and gloriously illuminated that any
A ray for each ail of mankind,
20 to insnre ; $10 cash and 10
And for those who've not been circular telling "How to Start." part of London would be as safe day evening.
0
in months.
Address. "The Bicycle Man," and pleasant at midnight as at You are invited to attend any
there and tried it,
I would say it is perfectly sub 29-8- 1 East 22d Street, New York noonday, and burglary totally or all of these services.
impracticable."
Gao. H. Givah, Pastor
City, N. Y.
lime. A. M. T.
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Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Weiirle
turned, Friday from their (fin
The song service at the Pre. OTERO COUNTY SCHOOL
CONTEST.
to the northwest and the visit
byterian church last Sunday
.
at
B.
'
evening was a success in
Mrs Uarritt noes to the the tneir old home in Denver.
particular.
The
house
was
crowd
(air city, in the morning.
FOUND, between 9th and 8th
coutesis of which the following
ed and the program, consisting of areThe
WHITE and GOLD INITIAL CHINA Is the newest
rule governing tbem, will be held In
Mrs. Allen Pierce and children sireets, a bunch of kev. Ownr
Dec II. land
AUtuuKordo.
solos,
anthems, duets and hymns,
can have same by provine nrn.
and most exclusive creation in dionerware. It is
Kulm Fob Coihtv Contest Auw ia.
went to El Paso, this morning.
was
thoroughly
appreciated.
THIS.
perry ana paying for thin rf
L. R. Hughes and . H. Cox, Gall at News
Eligibility.
you are a young man or in- Aniel
If
office.
Public School In Otero Count
are in 1 Paso on business,
a
in
terested
young men, you entitled to participate Id this coolest.
The Union barher shon. whiM,
representatives matt be under twea-IMy plan makes it easy for you to bny.
should attend the Presbyterian Allone
O. D. Warnock and daughter, has been closed
Orders for
yearn of age; must have made
for everal day
piere
y
or quantity accepted for delivery at any
Miss Lais, were in
church next Sunday evening at percent In attendance at the term 70
Paso,
because of the sicknesi of the
contest; UU niuut beeuuuiea
time.
7:00 o'clock. The subject will be rated In the
manager, John Hancock and
the dlatrlct represented. No
"The
Young
from
those rules other than on
Man.s Visions."
J. Hannah and Mr. Cater, from barber Frank Smith, is now open
of protracted alckuesi will be
There will be special music at account
Jackson, Miss., are here for the again.
allowed. No dudII ahull
.
the service. The theme will be school In more than one contest at the
winter
time.
W. E. Dudley, sergent of the
of general interest J. H. Doran, sine
Nosuccesful dudII shall nnnum
W.
Oarmack and wife went New Mexico mounted police
section
and
You bave seen this beautiful china in the
Minister. secona !u any one kind of contest a
window,
for a three days trip to El Paso, second lieutenant
lime. Kvery partlcpant Inauy
of company
BOW
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William H. Gleason is confined corneals must be a reeular student-of
and inspect it closely.
this morning.
"I" of the national guard, has
carrying "full work"assuch, durlne the
to his home, on New York ave- entire
school, in which the
i
HAND PAINTED OH HAVILAND BLANKS.
Mrs. Helen Miller and Mrs. been confined to his home for
nue, suffering with mastoid held. Every representative In nnuu
the contest
By
must
Frank .Falcone, are going to open several days, by sickness.
be
ureoared
S
The
abscess of the middle ear. Mr. represedted.
u.t
a large hotel at Las Graces, in
Mrs. F. 0. Murphy and family
Gleason was stricken with this Article 2 Ceairmen.
the íurture.
are enjoying tt visit from her
trouble while at Salt Lake re- - byThe teacher auoolnted fnr u.h ...tu.
PreaHent of the Countv associa
cently, and was called home at tionthesnail
and grandchildren,
The ladies aid society of the daughter
( th
be chairman
The
of the naxtinn.
Mrs.
chairmen
a
Mro
v
Sanders and
of the Oloudcroft fire in
the
time
Grace Methodist church, meet
EVERYTHING IN JBWBLBY
ltl the President of the association ,
which he had some propsfty
at the home of Mrs. D. A. Fribley Muirhead'g two little ones, from
shall deaignate a place for the county
contest, select judges and attend to all
Tucumcari.
this afternoon.
business for the contest.
D.
A.
Fribley, Drorietor of t,h
Article 3. Time for holding Co. Contest.
Em matt Hous and George
"N. M. B. C. rah! rah!
The chairmen nf the
.i.
N. M- B- 0. rah! rah!
Nemo left for Globe, Arizona, Gash Meat Market, selects and
President of the County Association,
buys
his
Hoorah
own
Hoorah
shall
select
fat
the
time
cattle
for
and
hoes
holding the conTuesday to look over the the
tests and arranging for Its being held
N. M. B. 0. rah! rah!"
andsuperinrendshisown butch
country in that section.
sometime prior to the Territorial TeachThe most valuable asset in any Drug Store.
ering. Write him ii you have fat
er's
It shall be the dutv nf
The above yell announced the this Association.
Dr. Saltzgaher, while having cattle or Logs
committee to notlfv the u..k.
to sell.
of
the
arrival
the
various
band
country
of
schools, as to the
Hallowe'en
iiis auto refinished this week, is
In soliciting your prescription business we refer yon
spirits which proceeded from the time the county contest is to be held:
to the
The first quarterly conference
cum relied to put to use other
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
which
notice
be
must
They know. It's
Baptist college to the home of days prior to the time given at least 60
aelectod fnr
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
motiva power than he federally of the M. E. Church South will
Miss Marcia Holmes, a member county contest.
All preliminary con
he held Tnursuay evening
unes.
of
the
faculty,
tests
be
must
held
Saturday
at least two weeka
evening.
Let ns till your prescriptions.
11, by Rev. J. fi. Oochaan, P. E.
Subdued lights, gruesomefaced betore the lime ol Couuty Couiesi.
Thebu8ine88 men's club is once The membership
4.
Article
Kinds
of Contests.
jack
On The
witches and a There
and frieuds of
shall be a recitation mntt (
more indebted to Mrs. Kerr, of the
caldron were features which girls,
Crnr
church are cordially invited.
a declamation contest for boys, a
college addition, for another of
caused the shadowy figures to map drawing contest for pupils of both
Geo. H. Givan, Pastor.
appear at home and among which sexes. The number of pupils from each
those beautiful bouquets of flowthey danced and chanted in a school to taxe part in the recitation, de
The
E.
&
P. S. W.did aheavy
ers, of her growing.
clamation and oratorical are to be limit
most familiar innnnor- Tho
IC- - ed to two from each division of
i lie mm
month's business, in October,
schooli
freshments
The ladies aid society of Grace
served afterwardsput primary grades, trrammar rrw
na
at this place, the total ticket
real "spirit" and life into those iigu scnuui.
Methodist church will serve an sales
amounting to $3,745.25.
present.
Article 5. As to map u rawing.
oyster supper at Menger's office
is now well stocked with
The map for 1809 shall be that of New
At this time of the year traifice
Mexico. This map shall have a two
on 10th Rtreet, Saturday, comis generally much lighter then in
The
Inch
Eastern
margin and the bodv of the map
Mill
Star ladies enter
mencing at five o'clock.
be ten Inches from East to West,
tained the Masons" with
a guUDV
the spring and summer months
nknnf shall
"with other dimensions in proportion. Orparty, Monday night at which the dinary
James Anderson, the Tularosa so this can be considered very
lead and coloied pencils must be
ionowing program was presented. the only coloring
matter used. The
Tribune man, made this office a good, niaeed.
Oui Puc5 will interest you these hard
J Heading Mrs- Major.
work wlil be based nnnn tho tort, nf k.
very pleasant visit Monday. He
Bedway
country,
times.
Goods
first class. Satisfaction
2 Story Mrs. Downs.
and Hlnnman's GeoMrs. F. G. Rolland entertained
we guarantee.
ays everything is very quiet,
3 Enter "Ghosts" to Music of graphy. Those maps that were drawn
the Wednesday Bridge club,
during the summer are to be accepted
these days, up at his town.
Midnight Bells.
...
as drawn, but all nthar m,.,,.
this week. The usual program
'
' k.
4 Overture Shadowy Orchestra. inches east
and west, at the south.
'Phorje
74
Mrs. O. P. Meeks. who is at the followed and the
5 Song Shadowy Quartette.
ia-were
Article 6, Judges.
Between New York and Michigan Avas.
In all cases. InnVes whn a
un,t.fli.
Alrs
Enter "Shadowy
hospital, is said toHbfe"bnttrttiiir'war4l,i- 4 --Arnold
disinterested will be selected. "
a,1(1 MrsIntroduced by Mr. Major.
morning, although it is expected
Wolfinger
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7
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Orad ad.
'ss Wettstern receiving
8 Ghostly
p
and
The Contestants In
Exit
ra.li.il.
the guest prize. Mrs. Saltzgaber
hospital for two weeks longer.
of the entire "Shadowy Com- and declamation shallnrilr.
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following nointa! i
entertains
he
the
club
rti,.,,,.ti...,.
week.
next
pany."
Ghasee
by
Witches.
A woman went into a newsmodulation; 1, expression; 4, gesture; 5
"RESUSTIOATION"
L. L. Janes started last Sun
general effect.
paper office and wished to adby
Administered
Refreshment
Article S. Prizes.
vertise for her husband who had day for the Manzano Reservation,
com.
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m.Hal
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" ' ....
ui. ah.i ll k.
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awarded to each winner Each medal
hall
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of
the dnitutA. n4
they charged two dollars an i m h querque, where about two mouths
Brice Public School News.
the tubjectof the contest in wtich the
she went oüt, saying it would of important scientific work is
Work is progressing very nice uivuai is given.
9 Expenses.
break her up at that rate as her laid out ahead of him. Mr. Janes
ly, the English Glass fiuds the Article
These
husband was over six feet 1c ng, is the technical assistant in the
study of "Ivanhoe" very inter- teachers and shall be supported bv them.
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Men teacher is asU .,i tn .,,. '"- - w.
esting.
One step won't take you very
each
chairman of his section.
and
the the question which will
- got to keep on walk-The Basket Ball games are be Article 10. As to A niendments
COhfront him there wi
)je
These regulations ma. i... u,0,i..,i k.
ing;one word won't tell folks
coming very exciting.
vote of members present atauv meettaming to the national forest re
ing
of the County Association.
what you are you've got to keep
John
Sunday
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left
after
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noon ror Alamogordo, where he Committee on Miss Vida Redlc
on talking: one inch won't. mnL-Eules and
Miss L B. Spellman
expects to spend the winter.
you very
've
'"seA. W. Cooley, district
got to keep
Regulations ( L. P. Farris, Chairman
Luella Lillte is spending a few
on growing: one little
"fl(i" clerk Unís. 1 . Downs and court
days in El Paso attending the
won't do it all you've got to stenographer W. H. Ungles went
Baptist Church.
b air, from h ere she goes to Belen
to Garrizoze, Sunday, where they
keep 'em going
Services II a. m. and 7:15 p.
"New Mexico, her new home.
opened court the following mornGeo. Byus is practicing up on
Neta Dawson is a Fair visitor m. Sunday at the First Baptist
ing. For the court room, the
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I.
mim
it
church.
in
in.
this week.
"""UJjJC, HUB WCCK, Willi building formerly used us
a skat
Pastor 8. B. Callaway will
the prospects of soon having it in
This week closes, our first
ing rink was temporarily fitted
I
preach
at 11 a. m. and Rev. R. P.
running condition that is, for
an
are
quarter
extnuiKing of
up for use, with a jail similarly
the paper. This week is simply a
aminations, and hoping they will Pope at 7 :15 P. m.
constructed in the rear of the
not be "found" waiting when
now thin
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- . fintvor ntaBj tlmr..
The regular Annual Oont'erencn
muí
I.HVII.
weighed in the balance."
is said there will
that finger there" proposition court room. It
for planning the next years work,
be quite a number of cases to
The third being the birthday
while he gets the fingering and
try there.
of William Gullen Bryant, spe- win be held in the First Bantist
the keyboard in mind.
cial study was given to his life church Sunday afternoon at 8. o'
Miss Marion Shaw gave a Hal
and writings.
clock. The time for this Confer
J. L. Fitt's, national organizer
lowe'en pary at the home of Mr.
ence
has been oha
ITA1 fPAna
The
pictures
for the Socialist party,
from
same
of
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aawuajuvt
11U1U
spoke at and Mrs. Orlppen to a number
cf.
famous artists and those of our Wednesday night in order that
the court houre here Saturday.
her friends and
favorite authors, add greatly to all the church members may
8unday and Monday nights. All
be
the appearance of Number One. able to attend. Let every
Saturday evening, who as ghosts
who heard him were
membconvinced and with grinning skulls appearbaking Wwfer made
er come. 8. B. Callaway, Pastor.
that Mr. Fitts is thoroughly inBoom 2.
from cream ot tartar
ed gruesome enough the first of
mm
formed on his theme and that his
J
ne nao. a Dig scnooi-beOLOUDCROFT HOTES.
put
the evening. Games and later
heart is earnestly in the work he
on the house and the
There was a box supper given
the refreshments followed which
was fixed last Saturday.
' attempting to accomplish. He ended
at the Virginia Hotel last Friday
a most enjoyable evening
The water
Peaks with enthusiasm and earturned on in evening, The
Will H. Pelphrey, accompanied the pipes that was
entertainment for the young Mrs. Thos. O'Reiley entertain
proceeds, about
runs
to
the school
nestness, which proves that he, people.
$85.00, will be used to improve
was a fine time they ed the young peoples class of the by his wife, are attending the house.
It
t least, is a dovout believer in
South Methodist church, Satur fair and baseball tournament at
the interior of the church.
all had, that was reported.
Vincent Grosh left nnr
the tenets of
day evening, with a Hallowe'en El Paso, this week. At one time to be with his sisters and will
Socialism.
go
Mrs. Breckheimer and Mis
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A farmer whose son
McKnight
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was an tub cure. In this the patient guests
spent the evening in tell the Alamos and made a name
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Pplicant for a position nnder the arises just as the crisp
week,
Miss
McKnight gave an
of
air
the
hill Sunday and watched the
government, but had been re- morning ie mellowed by the first ing fitting stories of the day and for himself as being a great one surveyors
entertaining
talk to the children.
work
and looked
Alamogordo through
peatedly turned down, said: sunbeam- An ordinary washtub is in other enjoyable ways after handed fielder.
a telescope and saw trees
Lacy
Siinms, Superin.. ndent
Well, i t'B hard luck but John then filled with hot water and which dainty refreshments were baseball funs of the 83d degree over on the Sacramento mountain
of Otero Comity Schools, recentserved. This latter included the are displaying more interest in
has missed
Mr.
Trinidad Ortiz killed a ly spent a day
that civil service ex soap suds, into which various lin
with us, and made
cutting of the "fortune" cake the baseball tournament at El bob-ca- t
over in the flut.a Th,.
amination again. It looks like en articles are thown, After they
an address both interesting, and
which revealed the futures of Paso since they have learned day.
Jfey just won't have him!" are thoroughly saturated the
Each of us has our own drink- instructive.-T- he
Committee.
What ws the trouble?" "Well, patient takes them up one at a several of those present in a that Nelson, former catcher for
ing
cup.
We the disbanded Alamos, is workrather
manner.
conclusive
ALFALFA IS GOLD.
he wuz
short on spellin, an
time and rubs them briskly up can heartily recommend Mrs.
Several ladies
5, 10 or 20 acre tracts in irla.
ing as one of the backstops for Mrs. Baits Sunday.went over to
and missed porty fur in and down on a washboard placed O'Reiley's
of young people
class
proved.)
Plenty of water en ii Ka
t he Socorro teamithematics." "What is he 8 in the tnb. This is kepi up until
We have changed the cloak
There wlil be
had for this sure (bv rrar- to any young ladies or men who
to do ajbont it?" 'J dunno. the hands, arms and face are
room
so
is
it
handier.
many fervent prayers offered in
a
T"nes is mighty
Examinations come the end of ment.) This is close in, land
ham, an I reck-- f slowing pink. The patient than are not now Sunday school mem behalf of the Socorro team.
this week and we are all wonder-ín- very level and fronting on county
he'll have ter go back ter goes into the open air and hangs bers but would like to meet or
how v will
Fred LkMih.
an n
'ehing school fer a livin!"
" v An.
wa-. - roadjoin with such a band.
all the linen articles.
Job printing at The News.
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WESTERN CANADA

During the early days In the pe parta of the world the production of
rind of the growth of the grain crop in (wheat Is diminishing today; but as ft
Canada's will increase;
W estern Canada, as well as throughout diminishes
period. therefore, it is safe to predict that in a
(he ripening and garnering
there is yearly growing an Increasing few years from now a large part of the
Interest throughout the Vnlted States, world will be looking to western Can-a- s
to the results when harvest is com- - ada for Its wheat supply, and
These mean much to the thou- (dally will the United States. In many
hands of Americans who have made parts of western Canada it is possible
square of
their homes In some of the three Prov-- to have a hundred-milJnces that form that vast agricultural wheat, without a break. A writer says;
lomaln.and are of considerable interest; "We were driven west and north of
Moose Jaw through 20 miles of dead
to the friends hey have left behind.
The year 1909 Is no disappointment ripe wheat, acres of stocks and weH-T.
One of these
crops of wheat, oats and barley worked
have been harvested and It is now fields would yield 40 bushels to the
tale o speak of resulta. Careful es-- ' acre, and another man had oats that
tímales place the yield of spring wheat would yield 90 or 100 bushels to the
acre. In this district wheat will aver- I
age i'.O to ;5 bushels
SEW' '.
The conditions
.i
espe-jili-te-

e

!

'

summer-fallows-

'

Field of Wheat
A Central Canada Farmer Finishing Cutting His
nl 10 bushels per acre, winter wheat at ere never better and throughout the
over 40 bushels, and oats exceed 50; district the people are assured of a
Imshels per acre. Barley also has most prosperous year."
It would be unfair to close this
proved an abundant yield. What will
the reading public more than tide without quoting from an expert
regarding the two
volumes of figures will be the fact that
those who have been induced through Hattlefords in Central Saskatchewan,
the line of the Canadian Northern
the influence of the Government to
cept of 160 acres of free grant land: Railway. Writing on August 18th of
or, by the persuasion of friends to! this year, he says:
"It is necessary to drive about six or
ieuvo their home State of Dakota, Mill- nesota, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan, In seven miles out of the town of North
liana, Ohio, Nebraska or the other Battleford in order to see the best
States from which people have gone, crops of the district. This morning I
liave done well. Financially, they are was driven about 20 miles to the
In a better position than many of them north and west of the town and in all
ver expected to be. and in the mat- - the drive did not see a poor crop. I
ter of health, in social conditions, they eaw one wheat crop which the owner
estimates will yield 40 bushels per
have lost nothing.
One person who has Just returned acre, and I believe it."
from a trip through
Disthe Lethbridge
trict, where winter
wheat has a strong
held with farmers.
,says:
"We saw some
sights.
The
crops were, in fact, all
that could be desired."
In a few years from
now these great plains
over whose breadth for
years roved
of
Town
hundreds
of School
thousands
herds of cat- - House

Fourteen Different Systems Demonstrated at Congress.
Opportunity to
Delegates Afforded
Study Best Known Means of Supplying Artificial Moisture to
Orchards, Vineyards, Etc.
Fourteen approved methods of irrigating adapted to practically every
kind of land and the various tree, root
and vine crops' were demonstrated on
a
tract in the Spokane valley
within a stone's throw of the city limits in connection with the seventeenth
session of the National Irrigation congress recently held at Spoqane. The
purpose was to afford the delegates to
the congress and visitors an opportunity to study the best known means
of supplying moisture by artificial
means to orchards, berry and sugar
beet fields, vineyards and hay and
grain lands. There were also demonstrations by manufacturers of apparatus used in modern irrigation. Ten
acres of land had been set aside for
displays of machinery.
What Is considered by experts to be
the acme of scientific irrigation and
at the same time the most economical
method was shown in the use of porous tile pipe laid under the ground.
The principle is the antithesis of
drainage in that the pores and Joints
of the pipes give out sufficient water
to supply the plant life above them.
This plan is declared to be practicable
in supplying moisture for fruit trees,
vegetables, berries and almost every
kind of product, the advantage being
that the water carried by the pipes is
hplnw the roots of
Hiachnrcrorl
" Hlrnntlvthe plants, instead of on the surface
of the oil
In comparison with the foregoing
plan there was shown the primitive
method practiced by irrigators before
it was learned how to distribute water
economically and to the best advant- age. No grading or leveling was done
On this tract; in fact, in contour it Is
at nature left It. Water was taken to
the highest point on the land to dis- tribute itself over the ground. The
idea in this was to show waste of wa-- '
ter and soil by washing and erosion.
The individual system, also demonstrated, calls for piping water to
every tree. To make it effective the
water must have a head. The pipe,
which may be small, was run to with-in three feet of a tree to discharge
tratar into a circular ditch or basin
built around the tree. This method
is desirable in districts where a small
amount of water is desired to do a
large amount of Irrigating. There Is
no loss from evaporation or seepage
and only the ground in which the
tree grows receives the water. The
cost of installing this system is much
larger than for the open ditch or
flume system, but the difference is
soon made up on the cost of water,
or where it Is paid for by the
,
by means of open
ditches was also shown. The ditches
are of such depth that the water Is
absorbed without moistening the surThis method is advantageous
face.
where soil, has a teudency to bake or
become crusted after watering.
the practicaTwo tracts showed
bility of watering steep land in open
ditches. The Inclines on one tract
were from 30 to 45 degrees. The other
showed the terrace system, water be- ing dropped from one terrace to the
other. It was demonstrated that land
can be irrigated by this plan without
cashing or erosion.
.
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City Church
In

Central

He then crossed the Saskatchewan river to the South
town, or Battleford proper,
and continues his report:
"Conditions around the old
town are as good if not bet
ter than those to the north
tie, following the millions of buffalo I t the river. This district has much
that once grazed their grasses, w ill the best wheat crop prospect oí any
be a solid grain field covering a Í have inspected this year, consid
territory of over 30,000 square miles, '.ring sample and yield. The weath
and very little of It but what will yet er conditions lor the whole season
be worth from $40 to $60 per acre. Al have been ideal and the result is what
might easily be termed a bumper crop.
ready the homestead and
A
sample sheaf brought in from the
lands are being well filled.
In the district of Calgary, south, east (arm of George Truscott was shown
and north, which comprises Nan tor, to me which spoke for itself. This
High River and other equally impor- farmer is said to have sixty acres
tant districts, a correspondent of the which will yield 45 bushels per acre.
In stating an average for the disWinnipeg (Manitoba) Free Press
Bays: (Aug. 211 "The grain in this trict of South Battleford I would say
district Is going to make some money that the wheat will yield 36 bushels
for the farmers this year. All the per acre. The oats will yield about
crop is now crowding along and is good it and barley 35 bushels per acre."
A correspondent summing up a trip
on both Irrigated and unirrigated lands. "
There are to be found those who over the Canadian Northern Railway
apeak of a "pioneering" life in west- from Dauphin to Battleford, says:
"As I inspected the crops in the.va
ern Canada, but as one man said. "If

Specimen Group of Elevators That May Be Seen In
Many Towns in Central Canada
this is pioneering I don't for the life ions districts I found the farmers and
exception
citizens without
of me see what our forefathers had other
He didn't know, filled with expectant enthusiasm over
to complain of."
though, for the pioneering of his fore- this year's prospects. No district was
fathers was discomfort and hardship. found which could not boast of fields
The opening up and development of of 35 bushels per acre wheat, or 50 to
western Canada, with its railroad lines HO bushels per acre oats, and of 40
to carry one to almost the uttermost bushels per acre of barley.'
It is not an unusual thing in many
part of It, the telegraph line to flash
the news to the outside world, the tel parts of western Canada for a farmer
ephone to talk to one's neighbor, the to have 10,000 to 30,000 bushels of
daily and weekly mail service which wheat. In the Rouleau district it is
brings and carries letters to the said that there are several farmers
friends In distant parts; the schools who will have 20,000 bushels of oats
and highly cer- any many fields will return one hunheaded by college-brechurches dred bushels to the acre.
the
teachers;
tificated
It lakes an army of men to handle
manned by brilliant divines: the clubs;
the rodal and festive life; what Is theWestern Canada crop, and It is es- there about any of this to give to the timated that 30,000 people have been
nan who goes there to make his home brought in this year to assist In the
the credit of being a pioneer? Notb great undertaking; there being excuring! Ha might as well be In any of sions from the outside world nearly
States. In other every day for the past six weeks.
the old middle-wes- t
A

l

EASTERN
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OF
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Twenty four Carteada Purchased fo.
Lewis' Single Binder Cigar
Factory.
What ia probably the biggest lot of
all fancy grade tobacco held by aay
factory in the United States has
been purchased by Frank P. Lewis 0f
Peoria, for the manufacture of Lewis'
Single Binder Cigars.
The lot will
carloads, and is semake twenty-fou- r
lected fromj what is considered by experts to be the finest crop raised n
many years. The purchase of tobacco
is sufficient to last the factory mors
than two years. An extra pnce was
paid for the selection. Smokers of
Lewis' Single Binder Cigars will appreciate this tobacco.
Peoria Star, January 16, 1909,

Watering and Ditching Delayed Until
the Plant Begins to Bloom or
the Tubers Set.
Ditching and irrigating are delayed
The rule Is not
as long as possible.
to irrigate If It can be avoided until
tm- - potatoes are in bloom or the tubers set, which will be within the
next fortnight. The ditching is done
with a narrow double mold board
plow. Three horses are attached
and the plow Is run once In each row
at about the depth of cultivation, or
This ditching
ten to twelve inches.
takes the place of one cultivation, and
if the ground Is hard or If the first
irrigation fills the ditches to any extent, the operation Is repeated so as
to make the ditches deep enough to
keep the water below the surface of
the potato ridges.
The details of irrigation depend upon the size and contour of the field.
Many of the fields are so arranged
to
that the rows are from
one-hal- f
mile long. If the land slopes
sufficiently and continuously across
the field from the supply ditch, the
problem Is simple. At the first application the water Is turned into a
lateral at the head of the rows. A
canvas dam Is placed in the head
ditch so as to hold the water back and
raise it into the rows. After the water has run in these rows a sufficient
length of time to thoroughly wet the
soil, the canvas dam is pulled out and
reset farther down and the water is
stopped by blocking the heads of the
irrigated rows with soil. In large
fields the water Is run in alternate
rows only.
The head of water depends upon the
slope and length of rows. If short
and the incline steep, the head must
be small or the stream will reach the
.
i i.,
.i ,
,al , 'ur u
l"al
u
not
t0 thoroughly wet the
json. un me oinci nanu, u ine iups
are long and the land nearly level the
head of water is increased so as to
force it along the rows faster, or a
transverse ditch is cut through the
middle of the field so as to shorten the
distance the water has to flow. If
ridges occur in the field transverse
ditches are run along at their top and
irrigating is done both ways from it.
When the water has run In the
ditches until it seeps through to the
unirrigated row. the soil is sufficiently
wet. At the second
irrigation the
water Is run in the rows not irrigated
the first time.

INTERNAL

WATERWAY

PLANS

Enough Now Proposed to Take
Several Million
Dollars
All Can Not Succeed.

Up

There are enough internal waterway
proposedT.to easily take
schemes now
up severa , thousand million dollars,
and all interests in various parts of
says Irrithe west are
gation Age. The projectors of irrigation schemes in the desert schemes
in the desert country of the United
States do not undertake to put their
wishes ahead of the champions of the
deep waterways from the lakes to the
gull. Nevertheless it is clear that all
these things can not be carried out,
and particularly clear that the I'nltert
States government will not go very
deeply into them. In the first place,
a great many of the Irrigation projects
are local in their nature and can well
be carried on by private capital, and
f
as to the
affair this
ready to start the thing with
$20,000,000. The government has already done good work in the irrigation line, and with the ideas of economy that have grown up in the administration lately, no large appropria
tions in that direction can reasonably
FARMING be expected.
acre-foo-
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A TRAIN LOAD OF TOBACCO.

JUST AS BAD.

CROP

with Those Notions Have
in Getting Started
in Alfalfa.

Difficulty

The majority of the new farmers
coming into our section are from the
central states and notice that they
bring with them eastern notions of
farming, says a writer in Denver Field
and Farm. Consequently in attempting to seed alfalfa they can not get
away from the eastern Idea of seeding with a nurse crop. The climatic
conditions here are such as to make
entirely unwise the use of eastern
methods. During the spring, while
moisture is abundant, alfalfa may germinate and start off nicely but as soon
as the soil begins to dry the nurse
crop robs the legume of its moisture,
thereby checking its growth or killThen too these
ing it altogether.
folks come out here with the Idea
that they should seed their alfalfa In
August which is the wrong time in
this country.
1

Prejudice Against Goats.
prejudice
There is a
against the use of goats of any kind
for meat. This is founded, however,
rather upon ignorance than experibilly of
ence.
The most
the worst possible type is by many
made the standard of goat meat for
the whole of the goat family. As far
back as Abrahain'c day we read of
goats being used for meat very likely Angoras and this, too. when there
were many cattle and sheep.
deep-seate-

Care of Young Horses.
Many a vicious horse has been
started on its bad career by not being
properly handled when young. Even
though a colt is naturally of a bad
disposition it can be easily managed
while under six months old. When
once taught that man is a kind master the first step In a colt's training
has been successfully accomplished.

lakes-io-gul-

state-stand- s

Dobson Can your daughter play the
piano?
Sububs (wearily) I don't know
whether she can or not, but she doea
COVERED

WITH

HIVES.

Child a Maia of Dreadful Sore, itch
ing, Irritating Humor for 2 Month

Little Sufferer
Cured

Disease

In

Terrible fiignt

by Cutlcura.

To Check Disaaae Among Indians.
It has been reported that the dis
ease known as trachoma, or granular
eyelids, has been spreading rapidly
To check this
among the Indians.
trouble congress appropriated $12,000.
placing it In the hands ot the commissioner of Indian affairs, for the
Immediate Investigation and treatment of the disease and to check its
spread.
Big Berlin Philanthropy.
More than 50,000 children were enabled by the authorities of Berlin to
spend this summer on land within
easy reach of the city limits. They

"My six year old daughter had the were assigned plots where they could
dreadful disease called hives for two play and cultivate gardens profitably
with the help of their families ami the
months. She became affected by playing with children who had It. By advice of public Instructors.
scratching she caused large sores
Her Bathing Suit.
which were irritating. Her body was
"Papa, the stuff I want my new
a complete sore but it was worse on
bathing suit made of costs ten dollars
h?r arms and back. We employed a a yard."
physician who left medicine but it did
"Well, here's $1.50 get what you
not help her and I tried several remewant, my dear."
Seeing
the
avail.
without
dies but
advertised, I
Remedies
Cutlcura
thought I would try them. I gave her
a hot bath dally with Cutlcura Soap
and anointed her body with Cutlcura
The first treatment reOintment.
lieved the Itching and In a short time
the disease disappeared. Mrs. George
L. Frldhoff, Warren, Mich., June 30
and July 13, 1908."
Potior Unif

Ckcm. Corp.. Sol

Bodes.

From Overhead.

canary hung directly over the big
square table in the Hungarian restaurant.
"Once," said a woman who was dining there, "the bottom dropped out
of the cage, the bird flew at the orchestra yonder, and we had bird seed
in our soup. It was awful."
"That reminds me," said the crosseyed man, "of one time when we were
having a little game of poker on the
B. & O. You know how those trains
roll. Well, Just about the middle of
the game down came all the grips and
dress suit cases straight into the
kitty and broke up the game. Money
flew everywhere. We got so mixed
we couldn't tell which had won or
where the money was that whoever
had won It won. Talk about bird
seed!"
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Syrup

Co.

SOLO BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
one 3ize only, regular price

Where Sitting Bull Was.
Doane Robinson, head of the depart
ment of history of the state of South
Dakota, says of Sitting Bull and the
Custer massacre: "The Indians tell
me that Sitting Bull was a medicine
chief; that he was the greatest influence among the Sioux at that time by
reason of his constant agitation
against the whites, and that be did
not personally engage in the fight
against Custer, but that he was back
on an elevation between the Little
Big Horn and the Big Horn making
medicine." Indian School Journal.

Standard Oil Wails.
The Standard Oil Company's real
estate holdings In Bayonne, X. J..
where its largest oil refining plant in
the east Is situated, have been in
creased from $7,360,000, the value
fixed upon them in 190$ for taxation,
to $13,000,000. The company is ap
SPREADING WATER ON HILLS pealing against the increases fixed
upon the realty by the Hudson county
Two Systems of Corrugation Irriga board of equalization.
tion as Demonstrated at the SpoThe prospect of everlasting life
kane Congress.
looks a good deal better to the aver
age man than an everlasting sermon
One form of the corrugation sys sherry
cobbler.
tem of irrigation as demonstrated at
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
the Spokane congress. Is applied to
Agrees with Him About Food.
soil where the land slopes In more
than one direction, the ditches being
A trained nurse says:
"In the
made to follow the natural contour,
which needs no grading. Water Is practice of my profession I have
supplied through one box and the found so many points in favor of
food that I unhesitatingly
ditches spread out in fan shape over Grape-Nut- s
recommend it to all my patients.
the land.
It is delicate and pleasing to the
Another plan of the
cor
ligation idea, best adapted to sugar palate (an essential In food for the
beet, alfalfa and grain lands with a sick), and can be adapted to all ages,
gentle slope, showed water distrlbu Deing sortened with milk or cream
tlon by means of
ditches or for babies or the aged when deficiency
rills 2
inches deep and about 18 01 teeth renders mastication imposinches apart. The marginal dike or sible. For fever patients or those on
and albubasin system of irrigation shows liquid diet I find 'Grape-Nut- s
ditches built surrounding the tract of men water very nourishing and refreshing.'
varying size running from one acre
"This recipe is my own idea and Is
to ten acres in area. To practice this
made as follows: Soak a teaspoon ful
method successfully the land must be
Grape-Nut- s
in a glass of water for
level or have only a gentle slope of
an
hour, strain and serve with the
Sufficient head may be had In the
white of an egg and a spoonful
water itself to cause it to spread over beaten
of fruit Juice for flavouring. This afthe ground.
fords a great deal of nourishment that
even the weakest stomach can assimAlfalfa as Hog Pasture.
ilate without any distress.
One of the greatest advantages ol
"My husband Is a physician and he
alfalfa as a hog pasture Is the fact uses Grape-Nuthimself and orders it
that it affords a fresh growth through many times
for his patients.
out the grazing season. The pasture
"Personally
I regard a dish of Grape-Nut- s
should be moved at least three timet
oach season, thus taking oft all the Ideal with fresh or stewed fruit as the
matured stems and giving opportunity sick." breakfast for anyone well or
for the sending up of a new tendei
In any case of stomach trouble, nerv-ou- s
growth, although in this country the
prostration or brain fag, a 10 day
job is seldom done. It is the new.
Grape-Nut- s
will work wonders
fresh growth that makes alfalfa pas trial of
ture so generally preferred by hogs toward nourishing and rebuilding and
way ending the trouble.
and so highly satisfactory as a flesh
"There's a Reason," and trial proves.
former. A bog does not graze like
Look in pkgs. for the famous
little
the cow, horse or sheep, but is best
book, "The Road to Wellvllle "
suited when it can bite off a sprig of
"'
Wttcrr A av
alfalfa, and does not from choice Ilka
.;- -?
to feed on a thick, heavy coated sod. er, ssssz
" u at aaat
atsrwrt.

auaQúft
CM.
and
ejjecs.
buy he Qcnuw

Best jar MenWevrten

50

per bottle.
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Natural

Strength Giver

Ordinary tonka that merely
supply food material and give artificial strength by stimulation are
never lasting in their effects because they do not remove the
eau$0 of the ill health.
A "ran down" conditon is
generally doe to the failure oi the
digestive organs to properly digest the food.

DR. D. JAYNE S
TONICVERMIFUGE
tenes up the stomach and other
digestive organs, and restores
their normal, healthy condition.
Then the digestive organs supply the body with its full shart
of nourishment, and in this way
build up permanent ffttUh

and strength.
Sold by all druggists
2 sisas, SOc and 35c.

a

!
Dr.
vmif lasecieraattousr-sInvaluable medicine forWhoopM
Celda, Bronchitis, Croup,
Coucb, Pleuriey, etc.

a large,
with
4 lb.
packed
loosely
pack-

e,

age of hot water
thinking you are
only
getting 5 lbs. Buy
propgenuine Alabastine
erly labeled.
kalso-min-

Genuine Alaburin.
u, packed in P
vj
Mea ss shown

the
nd that otbert
ate substitutes.
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Leather Belts in taris

NEW

STRENGTH

FOR
BACKS.

WOMEN'S

CHAUTAUQUA

WISDOM.
fyZr

HaasltBM

How to Make a Bad Back Better.
WoOMtVJRk) suffer with harkarhe.
bearing down pains,
spells and
tnat constant feeling
of dullness and tiredness, will find hope
in tbe advice of Mrs.
Mary Hinson of 21
Strother
ML
St.,
Sterling, Ky. "Had
I not used Doan's
Kidney Pills. I be
lieve I would not be living today," says
Mrs. Hinson. "My eyesight was poor,
1 suffered
with nervous, splitting headaches, spots would dance before my
eyes snd at times I would be so dizzy
I would have to grasp something for
support. My back was so weak and
painful I could hardly bend over to button my shoes and could not get around
without suffering severely. Doan's Kidney Pills helped me from the first, and
I continued until practically
well
again."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster
Ullburn Co., Buffalo, N. T.
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PariB loves the pulled-lwaist line.
While she has held bravely and long
to the
skirt on many of
her gowns, and, indeed, with an ardor
net known in America, she has
grasped the opportunity with the very
first gown that admitted of It, to put
on a leather belt, and a close one at
that.
She has worn this belt during the
summer with some of the foulard and
lingerie gowns and with the best of
her linen morning frocks. She has
strained a point to wear it with
dresses that were scarcely built for It.
In this particular fashion period
through which we are passing, the
belt is frequently Impossible with the
princess of the moyen age.
except it be the loose leather belt of
the silken girdle run through slots
opened beside the princess panels.
The pulling in of a closely fitted
princess is about as awkward as anything that could well be Imagined,
but the Parisian woman, who always
jnds her opportunity, has worn a
shaped leather belt successfully with
a model like the white pique shown in

the picture. Tbe cut of this dress,
although Including the long hip and
suggesting the watteau plait from
yoke to belt, is such that it admits
of a decided waist line. This shaped
belt of shiny leather is made of three
pieces, which fit it about tbe figure
very snugly.
The straight patent leather worn
with the striped linen morning frock,
although made of one piece, is also an
outlined belt and fastened with a
square leather covered buckle.
Now, the French woman oversteps
the mark when she wears her beloved
shiny belt with the fitted foulard gown
of princess cut, but to her the girdle
seems an irresistible accessory. Parisians always feel privileged to perform
remarkable feats In fashion making,
but fortunately the sensible American
is given to adaptations. She will, in
all probability, wear the extreme patent leather, but instinctively with
gowns made for it; with models having a blouse and skirt and a distinct
waist line. The leather belt Is at its
best worn with a turnover collar and
a
or with a Puritan collar and Windsor tie.
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AGAIN

Several Simple But Most Important
Principles Which Should Bt)
Understood.

It

There are a few principles, simple
but most Important, which should be
understood by every woman who sets
out to be her own interior decorator.
Do not bang curtains of one color
against a wallpaper of another.
If possible to avoid do not put different papers on the walls of rooms
which adjoin, with wide archways or
folding doors between.
If It 'is necessary,
of
the rooms, to have slightly different
klnda of paper, let them be as near
alike as possible in color. The design
does not make so much difference.
Do not join carpets of opposite colors.
When It is not possible to have carpets alike in rooms joined by wide
openings, a rug should be laid over
the seam to bide It.
Oriental rugs, beautiful as they are,
Mould be used with discretion.
In a
room they arc
malí,
ikely to "howl" at each other.
They are very good when used to
room,
ight up a

Although much protest was made
last winter about the
of the "bang" across the forehead, it
seems to be rather firmly intrenched

many-colore-

one-ton- e

TUSSAH

SILK

WAIST.

One About Napoleon.
"new" story about Napoleon Is
necessarily doubtful; the probability
Is that it is simply so old that it has
been forgotten. However, here is one
that Arthur M. Chuquet prints in
L'Optniun as never before published.
It relatesto Napoleon and Blucher.
The emperor received the general
at the castle of Flnkensteln, while he
was preparing for the siege of Danzig.
He drew him to a window in an upper
story and paid him compliments on
his military gifts, and Blucher, going
away delighted, described the interview to his
"What a
chance you missed!" exclaimed the
latter.
"You might have changed the whole
course of history."
"How?"
"Why, you might have throvn him
out of the window."
"Confound It!" replied Blucher. "So
I might!
If only I had thought of it."
New York Evening PosL
A New

A

Will
Be Worn
by the
ajority of Women
Next

M-

Winter.

now.

The majority of women will wear
It this winter. In large measure It
will be becoming.
It will compel
women to lift from their foreheads
g
that
mass of hair, now
the fashion, and substitute It with
a tiny, wavy fringe.
It is absurd to cut the hair to make
this bang. One can buy it by the

Laundry work at home would be
much more satisfactory it the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, it Is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric Is
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.

His Size Was Known.
want some collars and neckties
for my husband!" she snapped.
"Yes, madam."
The clerk offered her the latest
thing.
"What size are these?" asked the
lady.
"Why, twelve and a half, madam!"
piece in any hair shop and attach it
"How on earth did you guess that?"
under one's own hair by an invisible
"Ah," replied the clerk, smiling,
hairpin.
"gentlemen who let their wives select
One should be extra careful not to
their collars and ties always take that
get It thick or straight.
size!"
The poodle bang, once so fashionable In the eighties of the ninteeenth
The extraordinary popularity of fine
century, also promises to return. It white goods this summer makes the
has already done so in Paris, but choice of Starch a matter of great Imthere it, like the wavy fringe, only portance. Defiance Starch, being free
accompanies the flattened pompadour. from all injurious chemicals, is the
Both of these have been Introduced only one which Is safe to use on fine
to give softness to a forehead from fabrics. It great strength as a stiff r
which the hair has been lifted, and
makes half the usual quantity of
also to give a showing of hair under Starch necessary, with the result of
the hat.
perfect finish, equal to that when the
They should never be. worn with goods were new.
the hair severely parted In front.
Hypocrite In the Hereafter.
Dr. Madison C. Peters was discussWhKj Net Frock.
ing the question.
"Will the coming
A standard white dress, and the
marry?" He instanced a certain
nan
you
most advisable if
are making it
of bachelor.
right now. Is the point d'esprlt or fine type
"This man," he said, "is a hypowash net, for the very obvious reason
He uses his religion as a
crite.
that the whole season is no longer
cloak."
before you, and you, therefore, will
"And what will he do In the next
not want to make a dress for summer
world, eh?" said the reporter.
only.
The point d'esprlt dress Is a
"Oh," said Dr. Peters, he won't
most useful as well as a beautiful litneed any cloak there."
tle dancing frock. If it be made in
one of the pretty fluffy ways that
$100 Reward, $100.
these sheer dresses naturally call for,
The nadan of this paper win be pleued ta Kara
the yoke and lower sleeves may later that
then It at leu oae dreaded dame teat aman
ban able to cure m all Ma ruaca, aad that a
be removed and a bit of lace added haa
tbe only poaKrn
Catarrh. Uairs catarrh cure
as a finish. With the addition of little cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
comutuuonai msetss. requires a
wreaths of artificial pink roses or bent atreatment.
Hair Catarrh Cure h) taken
ternally, actus directly upon tbe blood aad macota
small bunches of red rambler roses, anteen
of the system, thereby dntroylui
the
evewill
be
ideal for winter
foundation of the disease, and flrlnf the patient
the frock
by buudlat up the contttnttea aad seas,
atrntth
nings.
ing nature to dotat Ita work.
The proprietor! hare
"1

en-e-

conrotu-ttoa-

In-

A Ribbon Plnholder.
For this pretty pinholder five different lengths of
satin ribbon

Blouse of tussah silk trimmed in an
original way with fagoted bands of
the same material. The Jabot is of
the silk and lace.
The sleeves, trimmed to correspond,
have a tucked strap of the silk on the
outside, finished with the lace.
Cotton.
women waste their time In
g
dainty garments with
embroidery thread. The embroidery
thread being soft, when the garment
Is laundered it is pressed Into the material and loses Its individuality.
Twisted cotton, which comes by the
ball in various numbers, and which
Is sometime used for crocheting, is
the most satisfactory
thread with
which to do this dainty work.
Use Twitted

Some

feather-stitchin-

are suspended from a brass ring
crocheted over with heavy embroidery
silk. To the ring le also attached a
bow of the satin ribbon, just by way
The lower end of
of decoration.
each ribbon Is looped through a brass
These rings are
ring and hemmed.
not covered. To make this an acceptable present, each ring is filled with
safety pins, slipped on and clasped.
Two sizes of black pins may be used
and three of nickel. Including the
very smallest shield pins.
Gingham Cushion Covers.

Pretty cushion covers are made

of
dress gingham in plain colors, old
rose, Alice blue, green or yellow, to
correspond with the color scheme of

the room. The covers are
in white to Inclose Inside the
edge and are finished with buttons
and buttonholes, so that they can be
laundered when necessary.
feather-stitche-

Learn to Relax.
Relaxation is the secret of takln
the mental, moral and physical kinks
Remedy for Burnt.
A simple remedy for burns Is made out of one's system in the warm
by adding to a capful of olive oil a weather. It will take all the untight
teaspoonful of carbolic acid. Apply ly lines from your face and prevent
bandage soaked in the mistare.
new ones from forming.

eo much faith la tie etmtrra powers that they offer
Oae Hundred Dollars tor any can that H fatal n
core. Snd for MM of testimonian
Address F. J. CHENEY 4 CO.. Toledo. O.
BOH by aS Drtanteta. Tie.
Take Bull Family PlUa tor constipation.

Wild Horses 'in Southwest.
Wild horses are found roaming in
bands on the plains of New Mexico,
Arizona, Nevada and California. Of
50 horses captured by rangers in the
Modoc national forest, about half
proved
be branded stock which had
grown wild, the others being horses
that had never known the ownership
of man.
t-

-

OF A IX HOT WEATHER ENFMIF.8
be prompt, usa
cholera istheworst. Treattnt-ntmusPalaklUertParry Darla ) which oeeroomes all bowel
troublesJIsodlaiThea, obelare morbuaand dysentery.
Some presents are quite superflu
ous. There is the gift of gab, for instance.

JCNhWKl

One of the Chautauqua talkers says:
"Husbands, let your wives have an
extra dollar now and then." He might
have rendered a greater service to
mankind by saying: "Wives, let your
husbands have an extra dime occasionally without asking them to explain why they want the money."

PALL PAINTING.
The majority of property owners
are under the Impression that spring
time is the only painting time. But
the fall of the year offers several advantages to tbe painter. One of the
most Important is that surfaces are
almost sure to be dry, and there is no
frost or inner moisture to work out
after tbe paint is applied.
Pure white lead the Dutch Boy
Painter kind mixed with pure linseed oil (tinted as desired) gives a
winter coat to a building that is an
armor against the severest attacks of
the winter rain, sleet, winds and snow.
National Lead Company, 1902 Trinity Bldg., New York city, makers of
pre white lead, Dutch Boy Painter
trademark, are offering to those interested a complete painter's outfit,
consisting of a blow pipe and lead
tester, book of color schemes, etc.
State whether you want exterior or
Interior decorating.
Fooled Them Thirteen Years.
Frank Nelson, former state superintendent of public Instruction of Kan-

sas, and "Cap." Gibson, the veteran
record clerk In Auditor Nation's office, are great friends. Nelson Is now
president of a Minnesota college.
When Nelson was still in the state
house he and Gibson had a talk one
day about teaching school. "I was
once a school teacher," volunteered
Gibson.

"Is that so?" asked Nelson. "How
long?"
"Yes, I fooled 'em 13 years," replied "Cap."
"How is that?" asked Nelson.
"Oh," said "Cap.," "I quit when
teachers had to qualify." Kansas City
Journal.

Worn Women
Women, worn and tired from overwork, need a
tonic. That feeling of weakness or helplessness will
not leave you of itself. You should take Wine of
Cardui, that effectual remedy for the ailments and
weaknesses of women. Thousands of women have
tried Cardui and write enthusiastically of the great
benefit it has been to them, Trv
experiment
d
use tins reliable,
medicine.
it-d- on't

olt-trie-

CARDUI
The Woman's Tonic
Mrs. liena Hare, of Pierce, Fla., tried Cardui and afterward
wrote: "I was a sufferer from all sorts of female trouble, had
pain in my side and legs, could not sleep, had shortness of breath.
"I suffered for years, until my husband insisted on my trying
taraui. i ae nrst bottle gave me relief ana now 1 am almost well.
ry uaraui. 'Twill help you.

AT ALL DRUG

STORES

The Root of Altruism.
The three eternal roots of altruistic
energy are these: First, the principle
of justice; that there is a moral law
before which all men are equal, so
that I ought to help my neighbor to
Carnations Go to Sleep.
Florists often suffer losses through his rights. Second, the principle of
a habit carnations have of sometimes charity; that I owe infinite tenderness
"going to sleep" and never opening to any shape or kind of man, however
again. A series of experiments made unworthy or useless to the state.
in the Hull botanical laboratory and Third, the principle of free will; that
described in the Botanical Gazette I can really decide to help my neighmakes it seems probable that this bor, and am truly disgraced if I do not
"sleep" Is caused by the effect of Il- do so. To this may be added the
luminating gas, to which, even In very idea of a definite judgment; that is,
small quantities, these flowers are that tbe action will at some time terribly matter to the helper and the
surprisingly sensitive.
helped. G. K. Chesterton.
Sheer white goods. In fact, any fine
With a smooth Iron and Defiance
wash goods when new, owe much of
their attractiveness to the way they Starch, you can launder your shirt,
are laundered, this being done In a waist just as well at home as the
manner to enhance their textile beau- steam laundry can; It will have the
ty. Home laundering would be equal- proper stiffness and finish, there will
ly satisfactory If proper attention was be less wear and tear of the goods,
This Trademark
given to starching, the first essential and It will be a positive pleasure to
being good Starch, which has sufficient use a Starch that does not stick to the
Eliminates AO
strength to stiffen, without thickening lren.
Uncertainly
the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
If a man should see snakes in his
you will be pleasantly surprised at the boots, the most natural thing for
in tbe purchase of
paint materials.
improved appearance of your work.
him to do would be to yell for a
It Is an absolute
cobbler.
guarantee of purIts Troubles.
ity and aualitv.
Tbe family skeleton complained.
The man who has the greatest comyour own
For
"I wouldn't mind being exhibited mand of language is the one who
protection, see
once In awhile," said the skeleton, ar- knows when to keep quiet.
wBññwBV that it is cm the side nf
ticulating with difficulty through its
every keg of white lead
set teeth, "but they air me so freMrs. WInalow's Soothing Syrnp.
you our.
For children teetblng, softens tbe guras, reduces hv
quently in the courtroom, where the Ismmsiioa,
. UTMMlUn
allav a pata, corea wlad aatta. 26c a buttle.
inn Tabaw
air Is always notoriously bad."
A brain is worth little without a
But who ever thinks of looking at
tongue.
French.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
such exhibitions from the family skeleton's point of view?
Each oi the chief ot
tans oi the body is
Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
link in tbe Onto of
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 26c.
Life. A chain b no
Rough on Bedbugs, Pow4er or Liq'd,25c.
stronger than its
weakest link, the body
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 24c.
no stronger man ita
Rough on Roaches, f'ow'd, 15c.,Ltq'd,25c.
weakest organ. If there is weakness oi stomach, liver or lung, there at
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
weak link in the chain of life which may snap at any time. Often this
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable to use, 25c.
"weakness" is caused by lack oi nutrition, the result of weakness or disease
of the stomach and other organs oi digestion and nutrition. Diseases and
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
weaknesses of the stomach end its allied organs are cured by the use oi Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. When the weak or diseased stomach is
Dodging Work.
cured, diseases of other organs which seem remote from the stomach but which
"It's too hot to do homework,"
save their origin in s diseased condition of the stomach and
sighed the wife.
other organs of digestion end nutrition, ere cored also.
"I know it it."
The strong man A as a atrond stomach.
"Let's go and spend a few days with
Tasto rae above recommended "Discovthe Browns at their summer cottage.
mad toa mar nave a mtronú afeas
ery"
They'll be tickled to death to have
met aad a strong body.
us."

YOU'LL

feel

better for work,

play or rest if you

eat Quaker
least

at

Oats

once

a

day.
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aPHAQiNLÍVERj

Important to Moth ere.
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTO RIA a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and aee that it
Bear the

Signature of
In Use For Over SO Years.
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought.
RED CBOSS BALX BLUE
Should be in every home. Ask year grocer
Chafing Dish Defined.
for it. large 2 os. package only 5 cents.
Pat "An phwat the devil Is a
Brazil grows more coffee than any chafin' dish?" Mike "Whist! I it's a
fryin'pan that's got into society."
other country In the world.

Grvsrl Away. Dr. Pierce ' Common Sense Medical Adviser,
new revised Edition, is sent free on receipt of stamps to pay
expense of mailing trniy. Send 21 one-ce- nt
stamps for the
book in paper covers, or 31 stamps for tbe cloth-boun- d
vol.
time. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

For

ntOnnirniin
Ilia LWrPaK
1

EmrJSi,"l't SMSl

Pink Eye,
.H-r-

.v

& Catarrhal Fever

a bottle SBaadUe.aeW
It ferjou. TÑa. Booklet,

SPOHN MEDICAL CO..
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How the Man of Small Meant Can DfcPAKTMRN I Ot
N M. street In the town oi aiamoguni..,
U 8 laud OBee at Las Cruce.
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oi re w Meilco.
Under
Oct 6, 190
Obtain a Farm-Hoand
Notice la hereby given that Spratt .'d that name of the atant therein
the Provisions of This Act.
proSchofleld, of Alaeiofordo. N. II., who. In chare thereof and upon whom
cess may be aerved I. H.
on September tS, 1904, made Homestead
Signedl
t. i. WILLIAMS,
(erlal 0181), forNo. 43
" "
There re still plenty of oppor- Entry.
i
See'
?!
?ci fres! iiCRAWFORD,
WliNWiiSet. 13. and BHNKlf
JAS.
Signed
tunities for the man of limited Hull 14. IOWU.UIU It o..
Secretary Fro Tern.
has filed uotlce of
resources to obtain a good farm. N M. P toMeridian,
make Final Klve Year Proof
Sworn to and subscribed before me on
Intention
D.
deUnder Oarep Desert Land Act to establish claim to (be land above
this the ind day of September, A.
THE CAREY ACT.

ALCAZAR THEATRE
LIB JONES. Prop.

We aro showing interesting and educational
pictures. Come in and spend the evening.
Tw.i kkuMS each e veiling.
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a
loliow:
read
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be
possession of the farmer, can
Phone 77.
o
Rooms F, G and H.
Call at News offiee.
"Sec. 5. The amount of the total this ad.
sold and conveyed by him to an authorized
capital stock of tne corpora- K. K. JABVIS,
ther. A small sum is nayable nun shall be g.iiw,oou. and lüe same FOR SALE I have a few 1006
be divided into 3,0ii0 shares of hatched S. 0. B. Minóreos for
annually for maintenance of the shall
the par value of SlOO.uO each. The
and
at bargain prices-Cal- l
irrigation works. The protection amount ut Ihe capital stock witb which sale
157.
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or
them
see
commence
business
shall
saiu
office over First National Bank.
afforded to the farmer by this shallcorporation
be Í15.000, aud all stock of said 44tf. Thos. O'Reilly, Ohio Ave.
none 71.
provision of the act is complete. corporation shall be common stock.''
ALAMOGORDO. N. M.
That the location of its principal and ENGRAVED CARDS.
We are
registered office in New Mexico is at the
Proving Up Title.
Klrst National Bank offices on loth prepared to take orders for enAt the time of making applica street in the town of Alamogordo, coun- graved visiting cards and can Make Your Final Proofs Before
Otero, Territory of New Mexico, furnish same at very low prices.
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name uf the agent therein and
and
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of
$1,
a
fee
with
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in charge thereof and upon whom pro
United States Commissioner
be seen at the News office.
paid to the State for the land. cess may Ue served is II. J. Anderson.
Alamogordo, N. M.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunOffice
Within three years the applicant to set our hands and aflixedhe official
Just East of The News Office
For Sale.
OLD
witb 3, Q. Orant.
must show reclamation of one-eigh- th seal of said corporation at Alamogordo,
Alamobundle.
a
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New Mexico, on this the 30tb day ot
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of the land and a con August, A. D. 1909.
A. E. ANDREWS REALTY CO.
F. J. WILLIAMS,
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tinuous residence after six
Vice President and Secretary.
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The
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FINE
months. Application for patent
(Signed)
JAS. UKAWFOKU,
REAL ESTATE
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Admission to

K.

.1

QDCP1AI CULL LUMBER for $12.00 per
Ul LUIflLi
i

D

A General Line of the Better Grade of Lumber,

Sura,

and handle Lath and Lime etc. Give us a call.

McBae Lumber Company
O. D. WABNOCK

Robert

SCO.

Contractors and Builders.

0.

ah

J

J. Q. GRANT,

City Livery and Transfer

ADS

CLASSIFIED

Residence Phone 170

Phone

to

R.

NBAL'S

oldest and best Known Ijotel
Under the new management
tr)e rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.

Dentist

COCO

giver) to families and
SPECIAL attentior)
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

F.

PAPERS

Five

I
You Want I

1 Just What

PLAT showing
the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

A

TOWNSHIP

J. BUSH,

Secretary Pro fern has the best equipped job print
be accompanied by final
ing department in this part of
ej
State of Texas,
.
'payment of 25 cents per acre and Countv
loan, lamogordo Properly.
New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed
of El l'aso,
'ruon 13a.
a State fee of f 2.
Un this the Sod day ot September, A.
D. 1909, before me personally appeared WAN TED
Uoou wort team iu
Obtaining Titfe After Six Months. K. J. Williams aud James Crawford
exchange for two lots and a two
to me to be the persons described
If the land is reclaimed within known
In and who executed the foregoing in
room house in Alamogordo
the first six months, the appli strumeut, and the said K. J. Williams is
Address, Jack Hollister,
Vice
known to me to be the
cant mav procure a patent lor further
Cloudcroft, N. M.
President and Secretary of the Logan
Land and Irrigation Ditch
the land at any time after six Lumber Company aud the said James
veying a specialty. Maps
Tern,
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Crawfcrd,
Secretary
the
months, upon the showing of the described in said foregoing instrument
WANTED An old established Blue Prints made to order.
construction oi a uuiinwi and each of ihcm acknowledged to me manufacturing company desires
in each
ihev executed said instrument as a residence manager
house and residence of not less that
Life
their tree act aud deed.
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of
to
date
the
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than
In Witness Whereof, 1 have hereunto for $300 to t)00 in cash supplying
an
subscribed my hand the .ay and year
making final proof.
the demands created for our profirst above written in till ;ertilicate.
ducts, attendint; to the sales, de(Notarial Seal)
Land May Be Improved in
JOHN 3. MASON.
(Signed)
liveries, Collections, advertising,
Sotarv Public, El l'aso County, Texas. etc., report weekly, no canvass
Advance.
In the matter of increasing the Capital
e jay good salary aim
Water rights cannot be sold by Stock of the Logan LumberCutupany. ing.
office expences; position permaSecretary
Vice
President
and
Allidavitof
a canal company until its canal
nent; send references. ' LiberSlate ot Texas,
is completed to the point of County of El Paso,
Mfg. Association, 12-1- 4 State
ty"
We.'lhe uudersigued, F. J. Williams, street, Chicago.
Agei)t
diversion of the water contract Vice
President and Secretary of the Lo-ed for. However, when provision feau Lumber Company, aud James
Terjtb St.
Phone 13
who acted as Secretary pro tern at
is made for depositing in escrow
a
of
meet
Stock
and
Pincliam's
eting of the directors
with thp Commissioner of Public ing ot the stockholders ut said company
held
at Alamogordo, county of Otero,
Lands, the contract and money Territory
af New Mexico, on the 30. Ii
for water right (or evidence of day of June, 1909, being first duly sworn

must

.

I

H.la Salle

Surveyor.

Protect Your
and Property with
Insurance Policy

V

The News.
ITmrnmrnmimmmmM
Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J.
C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with

everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
A

Regular Dinner for 35c.

A. F.

Craw-lord-

,

say on oath that the President ot
together with do
indebtedness),
said company, J. L. Logan, Is absent
and
the
fjom
application
the Territory of New Mexice, and
the settler's
the undersigned, F. J. Williams,
proper fees, then the settler may that
for that reason is acting President of
begin the improvement of his said corporation.
further state that at a meet
land in the season before the an ingAffiants
of the stockholders of said corpora
ticipated completion of the canalB tion held at the towu ol Alamogordo,
of Otero, Territory of New Mex
Thus, when the canal is ready to county
ico, on the 3()th day oi june, ira, at
furnish water, the settler is in a which all of the owners of the outstandcapital stock of said corporation
position to put in a crop and ing
were represented oy person or oy proxy.
make his final proot the same all of the said owners of the outstand

corporation

ing capital stock
season.
gave their asset t to increasing the capi
A party who has already used tal stock oí said corporation to tne sum
3300,000, and authorized and directed
the homestead or other right of
that Section 5 of the Articles of Incor
is not disqualified from filing poration of the company be amended so
the same hereafter shall read as
upon land under the Carey Act that
follows, to wit:
of said

regarding lauds
Information
segregated under the provisions
of this act can be obtair.ad from
of Public
the Commissioner
Lands in the various arid States.

The amount ol tbe total
authorized capital stock uf the corporation shall bo 8300.000. and tbe same
shall be divided into 3,000 abares of the
par value of 8100 00 each. The amount
of tbe capital stock with which said
top of met coinnin)
' Sec.

5.

Menger

Sewing Machines

Hotel Zeiger

AT

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Cut Prices

(Ero pean plan)
Rooms 75c $1 and $150

SEE

MENGER
ON 10th STREET

ONE ORGAN AT

A

BARGAIN.

I. Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor
Quinllven

Block.

Custom Tailoring In latest Ktvlea.
Choice PattKrna always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Hood guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladies' Uoods a specialty . , .
Work CHlcf for Ml DiHwil
- 'Mm 127.

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State ol
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and min
ing men. OHAS.ZlCl..rr:

BARRINGER'S

n tilma

alile

Fine Camping Ground
under cover.

Good Horses, Good RH
Good Service

Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

